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1.0

BACKGROUND AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The following document fulfills the regulatory requirements for a Development Permit for
Structures over a Closed Municipal Solid Waste Landfill as set forth in Title 30 of the Texas
Administrative Code, Chapter 330, Subchapter T concerning the Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Property (the “Property” or “facility”) located at 2200 Walnut Hill Lane in Dallas, Texas.
All regulatory citations within this document refer to the applicable paragraph within 30 TAC
Chapter 330.
Pursuant to §330.954(a)(1), this Subchapter T development permit application is being submitted
on behalf of the property owner, the City of Dallas (the “Owner”), by the Site Operator, FCD
Management, LLC, to satisfy the TCEQ Municipal Solid Waste division’s requirements for
construction of buildings over a closed municipal solid waste landfill. The two principal Site
buildings and two irrigation pump houses were constructed in 2014 without a development
permit. Although the permitting of an existing structure would typically be addressed by
submitting a building registration under 330.954(d), because the buildings were recently
constructed, TCEQ required that an after-the-fact development permit be submitted.
Pursuant to §330.954(a)(1), the regulatory requirements for a Development Permit of the existing
Property are set forth in §330.956. This submittal includes the items required by the MSW rules,
and describes methane mitigation measures planned for the four structures not included in the
original permit.
This Development Permit Application is formatted as follows:
•

Certification statements required by 30 TAC Subchapter T are provided in Section 2.0;

•

An existing conditions summary is provided in Section 3.0;

•

A description of General Requirements as outlined in Section §330.956 is provided in
Section 4.0;

•

A description of Applicant, Site and subsurface information under §330.957(a) through (o) is
provided in Section 5.0;

•

A description of required notices and facility/Site plans under §330.957(p) through (u) is
provided in Section 6.0;

•

Provisions for ongoing facility requirements with regard to disturbance of the MSW cover
(§330.960), ongoing operations, monitoring and reporting (§330.961), and notices to real
property records and third parties (§330.962 through §330.964) are addressed in Sections 7.0
through 11.0.
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3.0

EXISTING CONDITIONS SUMMARY

The Elm Fork Athletic Complex consists of a 140.732-acre tract of land that is owned by the
City of Dallas. The venue hosts various soccer events on both the local and national levels
including athletic tournaments, league play, clinics and the occasional team training sessions.
FC Dallas and the City of Dallas entered into a management agreement for FCD Management,
LLC to manage, operate and maintain the facility.
The property consists land that was a portion of the former Walnut Hill Landfill, previously
operated by the City of Dallas. The Site boundary of the entire 140 acres is provided in a multipage survey plan in Appendix A. The landfill appears to have operated from approximately the
late 1960's through the late 1970's. The Walnut Hill Landfill was registered under MSW Permit
No. 89, which was revoked on August 2, 2016.
A request was submitted to the TCEQ by SCS Engineers to disturb the final cover for
construction of athletic fields with no enclosed structures in 2011. The area subject to the
proposed development consists of all but the southwestern ~26 acres of the City of Dallas
property, and is considered the Site for purposes of this development permit. Based upon the
information contained in that request, we have summarized the landfill conditions below,
however we have not reproduced all of the relevant information contained within the submittal
subject to the original TCEQ approvals since this submittal focuses on the four structures built
after that time. The SCS document with supporting information is provided in Appendix B.
The SCS submittal documents that municipal solid waste (MSW) is present across the property
in varying thicknesses as depicted in the boring logs in the geotechnical report appended to the
SCS submittal. The report indicates the landfill investigation was completed in phases, Phase I
was generally in the eastern half of the site and Phase II the western half. A total of 37 borings
were performed across the project site indicating the final soil cover consists of clayey soil and
varies in thicknesses from approximately 3 to 4 feet along the northern limits of fill to over 10
feet within the majority of the waste fill area. Waste observed in the borings appeared to be
typical MSW in the central and eastern portion of the Site, with less MSW and a greater quantity
of concrete and debris in the west. Deeper borings indicate that the shale is present beneath the
landfill at depths from approximately 19 feet to 39 feet below ground surface (bgs).
Groundwater was encountered in 21 of the borings at varying depths from 5 to 23 feet bgs.
The soccer park was developed beginning in late 2011 and was completed in 2013. The
approved activities included the construction of 19 soccer fields, a utility infrastructure, and two
concession stands with attached open air bathrooms. In late 2014, four additional buildings were
constructed on-Site including two pump houses, an approximately 1,200 square-foot office
building that includes a training room and two bathrooms, and an approximately 5,000 squarefoot maintenance building that contains an office, break room, two bathrooms, and a
maintenance equipment storage area. These four structures buildings were not included in the
initial submittal and were not permitted according to the Subchapter T requirements.
As described in this document, the office building and maintenance building are each underlain
by a void space that will allow for installation of a simple methane control system. As of the
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date of this report, the buildings are being utilized by FC Dallas as they were intended (i.e., for
maintenance storage and operations, and office uses).
The two pump houses were constructed with ventilation fans and ventilation spaces below the
eaves of the roofs. However, TCEQ does not consider these adequate methods of ventilation,
and therefore additional venting by way of adding small ventilation turbines on the roof of each
building is proposed.
Underground utilities including municipal water and waste water service have been developed at
the Property. Development plans indicate that utilities carrying liquids were double encased onSite. Based on development plans, it appears that the double casing ceased approximately 5 feet
from the enclosed building structures.
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4.0

4.1

APPLICATION FOR PROPOSED OR EXISTING CONSTRUCTIONS OVER A
CLOSED MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILL UNIT
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (§330.956)
Public Meeting and Compliance (§330.956(a))

In accordance with §330.956(a), applications for development of enclosed structures are to be
submitted prior to a public meeting. However, the structures were constructed without a public
meeting. Since the structures are part of the operating soccer park, it is not anticipated that the
development of these structures would be opposed.
4.2

Property Owner’s Responsibility (§330.956(b))

In accordance with §330.956(b), the City of Dallas shall be responsible for providing the
executive director with data of sufficient completeness, accuracy, and clarity to provide
assurance that operation of the Property will pose no reasonable probability of adverse effects to
the health, welfare, or physical property of residents and occupants of the structures, and the
environment.
Additionally, the Owner shall be responsible for determining and reporting to the Executive
Director any site specific conditions that require special design considerations.
The information provided in this application, as detailed below in Section 4.3, meets the
submittal requirements of the regulations.
4.3

Permit & Registration Application Requirements (§330.956(c) and (d))

In accordance with §330.956(c), Owner is submitting this development permit in accordance
with the requirements relating to applications for municipal solid waste facilities as set forth in
§330.57(e)-(h), specifically as related to number of copies submitted (§330.57(e)), preparation of
application (§330.57(f)), application format (§330.57(g)), and drawings format (§330.57(h)).
In accordance with §330.956(d) and §330.957(i) and (j), the maps included in this development
permit application include:










General Location Map (Figure 1)
Aerial Map (Figure 2)
Site Plan (Figure 3)
Adjacent Landowners Map (Figure 4)
Water wells and Sensitive Receptor Map (Figure 5);
The prevailing wind direction map (Figure 6);
Area streams, ponds, lakes and wetlands (Figure 7);
Utilities Map (Figure 8)
Property boundary (Appendix A);
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Drainage, pipeline, and utility easements within or adjacent to the Property (Appendix
A).
Schools, daycare facilities, hospitals and other health care facilities within 1,000 feet of
boundary of known fill area are identified on Figure 5. No such facilities were
identified. It should be noted that the limits of the fill area are coincident with the
boundaries of the original Walnut Hill Landfill, which covers an area much larger than
the Site. For purposes of this application, the limits of the fill are assumed to coincide
with the property boundary.
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5.0 CONTENTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AND WORKPLAN
APPLICATION – APPLICANT, SITE & SUBSURFACE INFORMATION
[§330.957(a) through (o)]
As set forth in the rules, the following regulatory citations set forth in §330.957(a) through (o)
are required to be addressed within this development permit application:


§330.957(a), General Requirements, requires that the application follow the general
requirements under §330.956.
General requirements under §330.956 are included in Section 4.0.



§330.957(b), Certification Language.
The required Engineer’s Certification Language is provided in Section 2.0.



§330.957(c), Existing Conditions Summary, requires a description of land use,
environmental, or special issues associated with the Site.
Refer to Section 3.0 which describes Site conditions.



§330.957(d), Legal Authority, requires that documentation of the applicant’s legal
authority be provided.
Refer to Appendix C which contains the Certificate of Fact for FCD
Management, LLC.



§330.957(e), Evidence of Competency, requires the names of the principals and
supervisors of the applicant’s organization.
Refer to the names in Item 16 of the TCEQ Application Form for the names of
relevant individuals associated with this application.



§330.957(f), Notice of Appointment, requires a formal notice appointing the Professional
Engineer for the project.
Refer to the Engineer’s Appointment Letter in Appendix D.



§330.957(g), Notice of Coordination, requires documentation of the names of the
principals and supervisors of the applicant’s organization.
Refer to the Item 16 of the TCEQ Application Form for the names of relevant
individuals associated with this application.
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§330.957(h), Legal Description, requires a legal description of the property.
The legal description of the 140-acre parcel owned by the City is provided in
Appendix E.



§330.957(i) and (j), Site Drawing and Maps
Refer to the maps and drawings in the Figures Section



§330.957(k) and (l), General Geology and Soils Statement
A discussion of the Site geology, soils, groundwater and surface water
assessments were included in the original Subchapter T Permit Application
submitted by SCS Engineers in June 2011, and the attached Geotechnical
Investigation Report completed by Freese & Nichols on behalf of the City of
Dallas in September 2010. (Appendix B)



§330.957(m) and (n), Foundation Plans and Other Plans
Relevant design drawings from the construction set are provided in Appendix F.
These include Site layout plans, dimensional control drawings, foundation plans
and details, grading and drainage, and utility plans.
Since structures were constructed without methane mitigation systems, W&M
conducted a pilot assessment to evaluate the potential to actively vent the crawl
space beneath the slab of the administration and maintenance buildings. The
assessment was completed in July 2016 by penetrating the sidewall of the
foundation, drilling a hole to intercept the crawl space void, and applying an
exhaust fan on the penetration while measuring pressure drops across the slab.
The results of the pilot test showed that a minor flow from the crawl space is
sufficient to create a negative pressure beneath the slab. The results of the pilot
test are summarized in Appendix G.



§330.957(o), Soil Tests
A Soil Test II was completed as part of the original Permit Application by SCS
Engineers in June 2011 (refer to the Geotechnical Investigation Report completed
by Freese & Nichols on behalf of the City of Dallas in September 2010 Appendix B).
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6.0 CONTENTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AND WORKPLAN
APPLICATION – NOTIFICATIONS AND PLANS [330.957(p) through (u)]
6.1

Notification Requirements (§330.957(p)

In accordance with §330.959(p), certified copies of notices, as applicable, are required by the
Owner pursuant to §330.962 (Notice to Real Property Records), §330.963 (Notice to Buyers,
Lessees, and Occupants) and §330.964 (Lease Restrictions) as part of this development permit.
Demonstration of compliance with the notification requirements are discussed in Sections 9.0,
10.0, and 11.0 of this development permit application. Signed, notarized, and filed documents as
required are included in Appendices H and I.
6.2

Closure Plan (§330.957(q))

In accordance with §330.957(q), a closure plan is required for portions of the waste disposal area
not covered by a structure. These issues were addressed as part of the original Subchapter T
submittal by SCS Engineers in June 2011, and are not included in this submittal.
6.3

Site Operating Plan (§330.957 (r) and (s)

In accordance with the rules, a Site Operating Plan, as described in §330.957(s) is included
within this development permit application. The Site Operating Plan is included as Appendix J.
6.4

Structures Gas Monitoring Plan (§330.957(t))

In accordance with §330.957(t), a Structures Gas Monitoring Plan is included within this
development permit application. The plan is included as Appendix K.


The Structures Gas Monitoring Plan must incorporate the requirements set forth in
§330.957(t)(2)(A), as related to potential migration pathways or barriers.



The Structures Gas Monitoring Plan must incorporate the requirements set forth in
§330.957(t)(2)(F), as related to a sampling and analysis plan.



The Structures Gas Monitoring Plan must incorporate the requirements set forth in
§330.957(t)(2)(G), as related to a landfill gas analysis.
These items are included in the Appendix K of this permit application.

6.5

Safety and Evacuation Plan (§330.957(u))

In accordance with §330.957(u), a Safety and Evacuation Plan that describes the evacuation
procedures and safety measures in the event of methane gas detection is included within this
development permit application. The plan is included as Appendix L.
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7.0

CONTENTS OF AUTHORIZATION REQUEST TO DISTURB FINAL COVER
OVER A CLOSED MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILL FOR NONENCLOSED STRUCTURES (§330.960)

In accordance with §330.960, the final cover over a closed landfill shall not be disturbed without
prior written approval from the executive director. Previous investigations by SCS Engineers as
documented in the June 2011, Subchapter T Authorization report indicates that final cover at the
Site ranges between 3 and 10 feet.
In May 2016, W&M submitted a request to disturb cover in order to conduct a pilot sub-slab
methane extraction test on the two principal structures. TCEQ approved the request in
correspondence dated June 13, 2016 and the test was conducted in July 2016. No further
disturbance of final cover is planned for the Site at this time.
Should the Property owner need to disturb building slabs or pavement in the known vicinity of
waste in a manner that would be deemed to disturb a final cover, a request for authorization will
be submitted to the TCEQ in accordance with the procedures outlined in §330.960. Further,
waste that may be exhumed during such activities will be handled in accordance with the waste
management procedures described in Appendix M.
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8.0

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ENCLOSED STRUCTURE OVER
A CLOSED MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILL UNIT (§330.961)

The regulatory requirements for enclosed structures, as set forth in §330.959, require that a Site
Operating Plan be prepared and maintained in accordance with §330.957(s), which in turn
requires that the operational requirements set forth in 330.961 be observed. Compliance with the
operational requirements set forth in §330.961 are described within the Site Operating Plan,
included in Appendix J of this development permit.
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9.0

NOTICE TO REAL PROPERTY RECORDS (§330.962)

In accordance with §330.962, the preparation and filing of notice to the real property records
(Dallas County) has been completed and documentation of the notice and filing is included as
Appendix H.
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10.0 NOTICE TO BUYERS, LESSEES, AND OCCUPANTS (§330.963)
The Property is currently occupied by FC Dallas and utilized as a soccer park. FC Dallas has
been notified that the Site overlies a CMSWLF. In accordance with §330.963, the applicable
notices to buyers, lessees, and occupants will be made to subsequent buyers, lessees, and
occupants. Documentation of the notices is included in Appendix I.
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11.0 LEASE RESTRICTIONS (§330.964)
In accordance with §330.964, an owner may not lease the Property unless:



The existing development on the land is in compliance with 30 TAC 330, Subchapter T,
or
The property owner gives notice to the prospective lessee of what is required to bring the
property and any development on the property into compliance with this subchapter and
the prohibitions or requirements for future development imposed by the aforementioned
Subchapter T and by any development permit issued for development of the property
under Subchapter T.

All future lessees will be notified in accordance with the requirements of the development
permit.
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TABLE 1
LIST OF ADJACENT LANDOWNERS
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
2200 Walnut Hill Lane
Dallas, Texas
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6, 7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

OWNER NAME
Ganesh Group, Inc.
Tricycle Lane USA LLC
Viceroy Spangler LP
Anani, LLC
Mario Alberto Rodriguez
Sanchez Foods & Co., Inc.
GT Mgt Inc.
Steven M Free Family Ltd
Steven M Free Limited Partnership
City of Dallas Real Estate Div.
RCI Holdings Inc.
Bryan S. Foster
Manana Partners, LLC
Penske Truck Leasing Co.
Landy Gutierrez
Two Stemmons Land LP
NTT Land Co. LC
Donald L Valk
Washmon Enterprises, Inc.
Alma S Jackson, et al

PROPERTY ADDRESS
2030 Walnut Hill Lane
10940 Spangler Road
10801 Spangler Road
10737 Spangler Road
10737 Spangler Road
10730 Spangler Road
2001 Manana Drive
2001 Manana Drive
2101 Manana Drive
2143 Manana Drive
2151 Manana Drive
2151 Manana Drive
2175 Manana Drive
10801 Goodnight Lane
2300 Manana Drive
2327 Manana Drive
2171Manana Drive
2171 Manana Drive
2101 Walnut Hill Lane
2101 Walnut Hill Lane

OWNER MAILING ADDRESS
10241 Leatherwood Dr., Fort Worth, Texas 76108
8505 Freeport Parkway, Suite 105, Irving, Texas 75038
2722 Fairmount St, Dallas, Texas 75201
10361 Bickham Road, Dallas, Texas 75220
7730 Cedar Elm Drive, Irving, Texas 75063
10730 Spangler Road, Dallas, Texas 75220
P.O. Box 284, Rockwall, Texas 75087
7017 Spanky Branch Ct., Dallas, Texas 75248
10705 Newkirk Street, Dallas, Texas 75220
320 E. Jefferson Blvd., Room 203, Dallas, Texas 75203
10959 Cutten Road, Houston, Texas 77066
10959 Cutten Road, Houston, Texas 77066
10830 St. Michaels Drive, Dallas, Texas 75230
PO Box 563, Reading Pennsylvania, 19603
2843 West Rochelle Rd.,Irving, Texas 75062
5535 W. Hanover Ave., Dallas, Texas 75209
1512 E McKinney Street, Denton, Texas 76209
4000 N MacArthur Blvd., Suite A132, Irving, Texas 75038
2729 Lakeridge Lane, Carrollton, Texas 75006
NationsBank of Texas NA, P.O. Box 831500, Dallas, Texas 75283

SITE SURVEY PLAN

APPENDIX A
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QWNER'S CERTIFICAJE
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF DALLAS

FLOODWAY EASEMENT STATEMENT

NOTES;
WHEREAS, The City of Dallas is the owner of a 140.732 acre tract of land situated in the J.L. Hunt Survey, Abstract No. 588
and the William Bobbett Survey, Abstract No. 155, Dallas County, Texas; said tract being all of that parcel of land described in
Warranty Deeds to the City of Dallas recorded in Instrument Number 20070387885, and all of that tract of land described in
Notice of Lis Pendens of Cause No. cc-10-02807-a to the City of Dallas recorded in Instrument No. 201000124957, both of the
Official Public Records Dallas County Texas (OPRDCT). and all of those parcels described by Warranty Deeds to the City of Dallas
recorded in Volume 2005053, Page 9298, Volume 2004224, Page 12443 and Volume 2005011, Page 8885, OPRDCT, and a portion
of Spangler Road {no deed of record found), and being more particularly described as follows:

The existing water courses, creek or creeks described as Floodway Easement traversing along Block B/6506
this addition, will remain as an open channel at all times and will be maintained by the individual owners of
are traversed by or adjacent to the drainage courses in Block B/6506. The City of Dallas will not be
maintenance and operation of sold watercourses, creek or creeks or for any damage to private property or
from the flow of water along said creek, or for the control of erosion in the Floodway Easement.

within the limits of
the lot or lots that
responsible for the
person that results

BEGINNING at a 1/2-lnch Iron rod with 'PIBURN PARTNERS" cap found for the northwest corner Lot 1, Block 2/6509, Shlnchon
Addition, an Addition to the City of Dallas recorded in Instrument No. 20070132427, OPRDCT, same being the northwest comer
of that tract of land described in Special Warranty Deed ta Donald L. Valk recorded in Instrument Number 201300066591,
OPRDCT, being on the south line of Walnut Hill Lane (variable width publicly used roadway) located South 89 degrees, 35 minutes,
56 seconds West, along the said south line of Walnut Hill Lane, a distance of 694.62 feet from a 1/2-inch iron rod with 'WAI"
cap found for the northwest corner of a right-of-way corner clip at the intersection of the south right-of-way line of Walnut
Hill Lane with the west right-of-way line of Goodnight Lane {a 60-foot wide right-of-way);

No obstruction to the natural flow of storm water run-off shall be permitted by filling or by construction of any type of dam,
bridge, fence, walkway or any other structure within the Floodway Easements, as hereinafter defined in Block B/6506, unless
approved by the Chief Engineer of Sustainable Development and Construction; provided, however, it is understood that in the
event it becomes necessary for the City of Dallas to erect any type of drainage structure in order to improve the storm
drainage that may be occasioned by the streets or alleys In or adjacent to the subdivision, then in such event, the City of
Dallas shall have the right to enter upon the Floodway Easements at any point or points, to erect, construct or maintain any
drainage facility deemed necessary far drainage purposes. Each property owner shall keep clean of debris, silt, and any substance
which would result in unsanitary conditions and the City of Dallas shall have the right of ingress and egress for the purpose of
inspection and supervision of maintenance work by the property owner to alleviate any undesirable conditions, which may occur.

THENCE, South 10 degrees, 25 minutes, 46 seconds West, departing the said south line of Walnut Hill Lane and along the west
line of said said Lot 1 and said Valk tract, a distance of 1209.80 feet to a 1/2-inch iron rod with "PI BURN PARTNERS" cap
found for the southernmost corner of said Lot 1 and said Valk tract, and the northwest comer of that tract of land described in
General Warranty Deed to NTI Land Company, L.C. recorded in Volume 2004224, Page 12288, OPRDCT:

The natural drainage channels and watercourses through Block B/6506, as in the case of all natural channels are subject to
storm water overflow and natural bank erosion to an extent which cannot be defiantly defined. The City of Dallas shall not be
held liable for any damage of any nature resulting from the occurrence of these natural phenomena, or resulting from the failure
of any structure or structures within the Floodway Easements.

THENCE, South 10 degrees, 17 minutes, 19 seconds West, along the west line of said NTI Land tract, a distance of 373.47 feet
to a 3 -inch aluminum disk marked "ELM FORK AC" set for the southwest corner of said NTI Land tract;

The natural drainage channel crossing each lot is shown by the Floodway Easement line as shown on the plat.

THENCE, North 89 degrees, 21 minutes, 22 seconds East. along the south line of said NTI Land tract, a distance of 652.44 feet
to a 1/2-inch iron rod with 'WAI" cap found far corner; said paint being in the west line of Goodnight Lane; said point being
the beginning of a non-tangent curve to the left;

Floodway Marker monuments shall be installed, delineating the proposed Floodway Easement line, prior to filing the plat, along all
rear ar side lot lines that are adjacent ta the creek per the City of Dallas drawing 424-109. The surveyor shall provide signed
and sealed documentation that the Floodway Marker monuments have been installed prior ta filing the Final Plat.

1.

Bearing system for this survey is based on the North American Datum of 1983, North Central
Texas, Zone 4202. All coordinates are State Plane values and may be converted to Surface by
multiplying by the TxDOT combined conversion factor of 1.000136506.

2.

Subject property is shown on the National Flood Insurance Program Flood Insurance Rate Map for
Dallas County, Texas, Map No. 48113C0170 J and 48113C0310 J, Community-Panel No. 480171
0170 J and 480171 0310 J, Effective Date: August 23, 2001. All of the subject property is
shown to be located In Zone ·x· (Shaded) and Zone • AE" on said map. Relevant zones are
defined on said map as follows:
Zone ·x· (Shaded) - Other Flood Areas: Areas of 500-year flood; areas of 100-year
flood with average depths of less thon 1 foot or with drainage areas less than 1 square
mile; and areas protected by levees from 100-year flood.
Zone "AE" - Base flood elevations determined.

3.

Lot to lot drainage will not be allowed without Engineering section approval.

4.

The survey abstract lines shown hereon are approximate and are not located on the ground.

5.

Walnut Hill Lane reservation for road Improvements, subject to compliance with all applicable
state laws.

6.

Minimum FF and Fill elevations provided by ather.

7.

Location of Floodway Easement Line and Natural Creek Setback Line provided by other.

THENCE, in a southwesterly direction, along the west line of Goodnight Lane and along said curve, having a central angle of 45
degrees, 00 minutes, 00 seconds, a radius of 630.00 feet, a chord bearing and distance of South 22 degrees, 06 minutes, 32
seconds West, 482.18 feet, an arc distance of 494.80 feet to a 1/2-inch iron rod with 'WAI"cap found at the end of said curve;
THENCE, South 00 degrees, 23 minutes, 28 seconds East, continuing along the said west line of Goodnight Lane, at 26.87 feet
passing a 3-inch aluminum disk marked "ELM FORK AC" set for reference, being the intersection of said right of way line and
the north line of that 50 foot wide railroad easement described by Volume 4202, Page 435, Deed Records Dallas County Texas
(DRDCT), continuing for a total distance of 51.87 feet to a found SOd nail, said paint being the northeast corner of Lot 2A,
Block D/6508, Goodnight Business Park, Second Installment, an Addition to the City of Dallas, Texas according to the plat
recorded in Volume 2004101, Page 93, OPRDCT, and being the centerline of said railroad easement;

PURpOSE STAJEMENI;
The purpose of this plat is to define Lot 1, Block B/6506 of Elm Fork Athletic Complex Addition for
development.

THENCE, South 89 degrees, 21 minutes, 22 seconds West, with said railroad centerline, at a distance of 1099.84 feet pass a
5/8-inch iron rod with "WAI" cap found far the northwest corner of said Lot 2A, Black D/6508, and the northeast earner of Lot
4, Block D/6508, CMG Manana, an Addition to the City of Dallas, Texas according to the plat recorded in Volume 2004028, Page
141, at a distance of 1264.84 feet pass the northwest corner of said Lot 4 and the northeast comer of Lot 6, Block D/6508,
Jaguar's Addition, an Addition to the City of Dallas, Texas according to the plat recorded in Instrument No. 20070431673, at a
distance of 1429.84 feet pass the northwest comer of said Lot 6 and northeast corner of Lot 5, Block D/6508, C.W.F. Addition,
an Addition to the City of Dallas, Texas according to the plat recorded in Instrument No. 200600205073, all of said OPRDCT,
continuing for a total distance of 1626.24 feet to a 2-inch aluminum disk stamped "KSC RPLS 4019" found for corner; said
point being the northwest earner of a 30-foot wide right-of-way dedication according to said plat of Lot 5, Block D/6508,
same being the end point of that 50 foot wide railroad easement as described by Volume 4202, Page 442, DRDCT;
THENCE, South 89 degrees, 38 minutes, 22 seconds West, with said railroad centerline and at a distance of 578.75 feet pass
the northwest corner of that tract af land described in Warranty Deed to the City of Dallas recorded In Volume 808, Page 1615,
DRDCT, at a distance of 1163.00 feet pass the northwest corner of that tract described by instrument to Steve M. Free Family
Limited Partnership, recorded in Instrument No. 201200297541, OPRDCT, same being the northeast comer of that tract described
by Instrument to G. T. Management, recorded In Volume 2001200, Page 3334, DRDCT, at 1848.43 feet pass a found PI< nail
with "Pacheco Koch" washer far the northwest comer of Lot 1, Block A/6506, Helsan Investment Ca. Addition, an Addition to the
City of Dallas as recorded In Volume 85039, Page 1868, DRDCT, and the southwest corner of the aforesaid City of Dallas tract
described in Instrument No. 201000124957, OPRDCT, from which a set 3-inch aluminum disk marked "ELM FORK AC" set for
reference bears North 00 degrees 07 minutes 10 seconds East, 25.00 feet. said point being in the east line of Spangler Road (a
called 60-foot road, no deed found), continuing for a total distance of 1878.43 feet to a set PK nail with "Pacheco Koch"
washer for comer at the center of Spangler Road;
THENCE, North 00 degrees, 07 minutes, 10 seconds East, with the center of Spangler Road, a
PK nail with "Pacheco Koch" washer;

distance of 1390.21 feet to a set

THENCE, North 89 degrees, 36 minutes, 58 seconds East, at 30.00 feet pass a 3-inch metal post found for corner, same being
the southwest corner of that called 7.50 acre tract described by Special Warranty Deed to Vaughn Proffitt and wife Annette
Proffitt recorded in Volume 98216, Page 660, DRDCT, continuing with the north line of that City of Dallas tract described in
Instrument No. 20070387885, OPRDCT, and with the south line of said 7.50 acre tract and the south line of those parcels
described in Volume 98180, Page 2092, DRDCT, for a total distance of 1059.87 feet to a "+" cut in a concrete footing of a
fence found for the southwest corner of that called 3.120 acre tract described by Warranty Deed to the City of Dallas as
recorded in Volume 2005053, Page 9298, DRDCT;
THENCE, North 00 degrees, 51 minutes, 15 seconds West, with the west line of said City of Dallas Tract, at a distance of 664.95
feet passing a 3-lnch aluminum disk marked "ELM FORK AC" set for the new south right of way line of Walnut Hill Lane,
continuing far a total distance of 718.45 feet to a 1/2-inch iran rod with "HALFF ASSOC INC" cap found far the northwest
comer of said City of Dallas tract, said point being in the called centerline of said Walnut Hill Lane;
THENCE, North 89 degrees, 35 minutes, 02 seconds East with said called center line of Walnut Hill Lane, a distance of 2276.84
feet to a nail with shiner marked "PACHECO KOCH" set for comer;
THENCE, South 10 degrees, 25 minutes, 46 seconds West, a distance of 54.47 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING;

SURVEYOR STATEMENT
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF DALLAS
NOW, THEREFORE, KNOWN ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
That I, Paul Hubert, a Registered Professional Land Surveyor, licensed by the State of Texas, affirm that
this plat was prepared under my direct supervision, from recorded documentation, evidence collected on the
ground during field operations and other reliable documentation, and that this plat substantially complies
with the Rules and Regulations of the Texas Board of Professional Land Surveying, the City of Dallas
Development Code (Ordinance No. 19455, as amended), and Texas Local Government Code, Chapter 212. I
further affirm that monumentation shown hereon was either found or placed in compliance with the City of
Dallas Development Code, Sec. 51A-8.617 (a){b)(c)(d) &: (e); and that the digital drawing file accompanying
this plat is a precise representation of this Signed Final Plat.

QWNER'S DEPICATION
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF DALLAS
NOW THEREFORE, KNOWN ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
That the City of Dallas, Texas a municipal corporation, acting through its duly authorized agent, Ricardo Golceran does hereby
adapt this plat. designating the herein above described property as ELM FORI< ATHLETIC COMPLEX an addition to the City of
Dallas, Dallas County, Texas, and does hereby dedicate, to the public use forever any streets and alleys shown thereon. The
easements shown thereon are hereby dedicated for the purposes Indicated. The utility and fire lane easements shall be open to
the public, fire and police units, garbage and rubbish collection agencies, and all public and private utilities for each particular
use. The maintenance of paving on the utility and fire lane easements is the responsibility of the property owner. No buildings,
fences, trees, shrubs, or other Improvements ar growths shall be constructed, reconstructed or placed upon, over or across the
easements as shown. Said easements being hereby reserved for the mutual use and accommodation of all public utilities using or
desiring to use same. All, and any public utility shall have the right to remove and keep removed all or parts of any building,
fences, trees, shrubs, or ather Improvements or growths which In any way may endanger or Interfere with the construction,
maintenance or efficiency of its respective system on the easements, and all public utilities shall at all times have the full right
of ingress and egress to or from
the said easements for the purpose of constructing, reconstructing, inspecting, patrolling,
maintaining and adding to or removing all or parts of Its respective systems without the necessity at any time of procuring the
permission of anyone. (Any public utility shall have the right of Ingress and egress to private property for the purpose of reading
meters and any maintenance or service required or ordinarily performed by that utility).
Notwithstanding the general easement language recited above, the floadway easement shown on the plat is hereby dedicated to
the public use forever, and may nat be used in a manner inconsistent with the FLOODWAY EASEMENT STATEMENT recited on this
plat, which statement is hereby adopted and accepted.

Dated this the _____ day of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2014.

PRELIMINARY
RELEASED 11/24/14 FOR REVIEW PURPOSES ONLY. TH1S
DOCUMENT SHALL NOT BE RECORDED FOR ANY PURPOSE.

Paul Hubert
Registered Professional Land Surveyor
No. 1942
BEFORE ME, the understand authority, a Notary Public in and for the State of Texas, on this day personally
appeared Paul Hubert, known to me to be the person whose name Is subscribed to the foregoing
instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same for the purposes and consideration therein
expressed.
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE this -------day of --·----·--·---• 2014.

Water main and wastewater easements shall also include additional area of working space for construction and maintenance of
the systems. Additional easement area Is also conveyed for Installation and maintenance of manholes, cleanouts, fire hydrants,
water services and wastewater services from the main to the curb or pavement line, and description of such additional
easements herein granted shall be determined by their location as installed.

Notary Public in and for the State of Texas

CONTAINING: 140.732 acres (6,130,286 square feet) of land, more or less.
This plat approved subject to all platting ordinances, rules, regulations, and resolutions of the City of Dallas.
WITNESS, my hand at Dallas, Texas, this the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ day of,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

~20~-

By:

Ricardo Galceran, P.E.
Director of Public Works and Transportation
STATE OF TEXAS

FINAL PLAT

COUNTY OF DALLAS
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BEFORE ME. the understand authority, a Notary Public In and for the State of Texas, on this day personally appeared Ricardo
Galceran, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he
executed the same for the purposes and consideration therein expressed.
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SCS E NG INE ERS

SUBCHAPTER T AUTHORIZATION
REQUEST (30 TAC §330.960)
PARK DEVELOPMENT WITH NO
ENCLOSED STRUCTURES
ELM FORK ATHLETIC COMPLEX
OVER CLOSED WALNUT HILL
LANDFILL
DALLAS, TEXAS
Prepared for:

FREESE AND NICHOLS, INC.
and

CITY OF DALLAS
PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT

Prepared by:

SCS ENGINEERS
TBPE Registration No. F-3407
1901 Central Drive, Suite 550
Bedford, Texas 7 6021
(817) 571-2288

June, 201 1
SCS File No. 1621 0049.00
Offices Nationwide
www.scsengineers.com

Solid Waste Management Consultants
Ofricc's Nalionwide

1901 Central Drive
Suile 550
Bedford , Texas 76021

817-571-2288 Main
817-571-2188 ~AX
www .scsengineers.com

SCS ENGINEERS

June 2, 2011
Mr. JeffHolderread, P.E.
Municipal Solid Waste Section MC-124
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
12015 Park 35 Circle, Building F, Suite 1201
Austin, Texas 78753

Sent Via FedEx

Re: Authorization Request to Disturb Final Cover
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Dallas, Texas
Dear Mr. Holderread:
Attached are two copies of the above referenced authorization request to disturb final cover over a
closed municipal solid waste landfill. This request is made pursuant to 30 TAC §330.960 and
Subchapter T of the MSW rules. The authorization is needed in order to construct the proposed park
improvements at the closed Walnut Hill Landfill site in Dallas, Texas.

Should you h ve any comments or questions, please call me at (817) 358-6105.

on, P .E.
Project Manager
SCS ENGINEERS
ITin

YruU~ t!~

K vin D.
Vice President I Office Director
SCS ENGINEERS

Attachment: as noted above
cc: TCEQ Region Office
Mr. Mikel Wilkens, Freese and Nichols
Thomas Hubacek, City of Dallas

L 060211 TCEQ Auth Disturb Final Cover
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June, 2011
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SCS ENG I NEERS

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Elm Fork Athletic Complex is a multi-use park development that will be constructed at the
asite of the closed Walnut Hill Landfill located in west Dallas Texas. The first phase of
construction consists of athletic fields, two pavilions and various infrastructure improvements
including paved roads, utilities and drainage features.
The Walnut Hill landfill is a closed municipal solid waste landfill operated by the City of Dallas
during the 1970's. It was closed in 1980 and no development activity has occurred on the site
since that time.
Per discussions with TCEQ, this authorization request is being processed under the provisions of 30
TAC §330.960. This section of the Texas Administrative Code, 30 TAC Subchapter T, covers the
use of land over closed municipal solid waste landfills. Specifically, 30 TAC §330.960
encompasses an authorization to disturb final cover over a closed municipal solid waste landfill for
non-enclosed structures. This section (30 TAC §330.960) was chosen since final cover soils will be
disturbed during the construction of the proposed improvements without the addition of enclosed
structures.
This request is formatted as follows:
•
•
•
•

Certification statements required by 30 TAC Subchapter Tare provided in Section 2.0;
An existing conditions summary is provided in Section 3.0;
A description of the proposed construction for the project is included in Section 4.0;
Procedures for handling contaminated water and methane are discussed in section 5.0.

The individual section headings also indicate the regulatory citations within 30 TAC §330.960
meant to be fulfilled within the contents of each section. Figure 1 provides an overview of the
phases of the project that will be constructed as part of this authorization request. Construction
Plans and information on the landfill permit are included in the appendiciesappendices.
Benefits of this proposed redevelopment include environmental enhancement by:
1. Converting an old landfill site into a major park development with multiple uses to serve
the public.
2. Improve the final cover grades and establish vegetative cover that will be regularly
maintained by the City.
3. Improve the drainage and potential for erosion and degradation of final cover by the
addition of drainage features and other permanent improvements.
4. Improving the visual appearance of a current barren landscape in the middle of an
industrial area.
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ENGINEER'S CERTIFICATION (30 TAC §330.960( 1 ))

Certification of no Potential Threat to Public Health and the Environment:
I, Jeff Arrington, P.E. #61895 certify that the proposed development will not increase or create a
potential threat to public health or the environment. Further, I certify that the proposed
development will not damage the integrity or function of any component of the Closed
Municipal Solid Waste Landfill Unit, including, but not limited to, the final cover, containment
systems, monitoring system, or liners. This certification includes all documentation of all studies
and data on which I relied in making these determinations.

J
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EXISTING CONDITIONS SUMMARY (30 TAC
§ 330.960(2))
LAND USE

The current land use for the closed landfill is vacant land. The area surrounding the site is
primarily industrial and with a large amount of vacant land due to the existing flood plain of the
Elm Fork of the Trinity River.
3.2

SITE INVESTIGATION

In 2010 a site investigation including soil borings was completed at the Walnut Hill Landfill site.
The investigation was conducted to determine characteristics of the final cover and the extent of
waste. The investigation also includes recommendations for earthwork and foundation
construction for proposed buildings. Although the investigation included borings south of Wesco
Channel, no construction will be performed south of the channel in this phase of the project.
The borings show the presence of waste throughout the majority of the project site area that is
within the former landfill boundary. Drawing C-3 Appendix B shows the location of soil borings
performed in the investigation. Waste is present in varying thicknesses as depicted in the boring
logs. Appendix A is the complete Geotechnical Investigation Report that includes the boring
logs and recommendations for the proposed improvements. The report describes the project site
in terms of phase I and II areas. At the time of the investigation the project was divided into
phases. Phase I was generally the eastern half of the site and phase II the western half. A total
of 37 borings were performed across the project site. The boring logs indicate that final cover
thicknesses varied from approximately 3 to 4 feet along the northern limits of fill to well over 10
feet within the majority of the waste fill area. Waste recorded in the borings appeared to be
typical of municipal solid waste throughout the central and eastern portion of the site. The
western portion of the fill area appeared to have very little garbage but did contain limited
amounts of concrete and debris. Cover soils consisted primarily of clay soils. Deeper borings
indicate that the shale is present beneath the landfill at depths beginning approximately 19 feet to
39 feet below ground surface.
Water was encountered in 21 of the borings at varying depths from 5 to 23 feet below ground
surface. There are no groundwater monitoring wells associated with the closed landfill.
3.3

CONDITION OF FINAL COVER

This section will discusses the current condition of the final cover throughout the proposed
project site. In general the cover is well in excess of the minimum requirements for closed
landfills that are of this age. Cover soils are clay -rich soils that provide adequate protection for
the closed landfill. Proposed grades for the site will increase cover thickness in most areas and
maintain minimum cover thickness of three feet in all improved areas. The following
subsections discuss aspects of the final cover in more detail.
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Cover Thickness

Based on the borings performed, the cover thickness varies between approximately 3 and well
over 10 feet. The majority of the landfill has cover soils in excess of 10 feet thick. As will be
described in the next sections of this request, the proposed final grades will generally maintain or
increase cover thicknesses throughout the site. In a few areas where proposed paving grades
reduce the cover thickness, a minimum of three feet of clay soil will remain in place over the
waste in all areas.
3.3.2 Erosion/Drainage

As seen on Drawing C-2, -Existing Topography, the landfill cap is crowned in the center of the
site and surface drainage sheet flows off generally to the north and south with a small amount of
surface drainage flowing east into Wesco channel that borders the landfill to the south and east.
The site is surrounded by floodplain associated with the Trinity River, which is located west of
the project site. Final cover grades appear to be in the range of 3 to 4% with some variation
across the site as well as steeper grades along the fill slopes. Flatter areas are present in a few
areas of the site creating the potential for poor drainage.
The proposed grading and drainage improvements will significantly improve the existing
conditions of the final cover by providing a drainage system that will collect and route surface
drainage into the perimeter drainage channel and off the landfill. The landscaping improvements
will reduce the potential for erosion by establishing new turf grass and plantings that enhance
aesthetics of the site.
3.4

WASTE CHARACTERIZATION

The waste layer descriptions included on the borings included in the Geotechnical Investigation
Report in Appendix A are generally characteristic of municipal solid waste. Further, nothing in
historical records was found that would indicate that the wastes consist of anything except for
municipal solid wastes. Many of the borings along the western section of the landfill describe
materials consistent with construction and demolition waste. Records indicate the City operated
the landfill during the 1970s. Information on the MSW permit for the landfill is included in
Appendix 2.

3.5

GAS PRODUCTION

Landfill gas was found to be present within several probes that were performed on site in 2005.
There are no permanent landfill gas monitoring probes oints around the perimeter of the closed
landfill. Since this landfill has been closed since 1980, landfill gas generation is expected to be
low. Nevertheless, precautions will be taken during construction to manage the minor quantity
oflandfill gas consistent with sound engineering practice.
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The existing closed landfill, which has been closed since 1980, is stable with regard to surface
integrity and stability with no visible above-grade leachate issues or apparent landfill gas-related
issues. The age of the landfill and arid conditions lend to this relatively stable condition. While
much of the landfill's settlement and gas generation has already occurred, it is assumed that
minor settlement and gas generation will continue to occur in the future.
The disturbance of final cover and limited potential waste removal during construction will bring
about potential environmental impacts that will require management and planning regardless of
the current state of the closed landfill. These potential impacts include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Health and safety for workers during waste removal.
Control of waste excavation, waste exposure and disposal of waste materials.
Management of leachate and contaminated water during construction.
Air monitoring for methane during construction.
Drainage and erosion control during construction.

The next two sections of this request details the steps to be taken during the construction to
address these environmental concerns and potential environmental impacts as required by 30
TAC §330.960.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
(30 TAC § 330.960(4))

This section describes the overall scope of the proposed Elm Fork Athletic Complex Project
including a description of all of the proposed improvements that will be constructed over the
closed Walnut Hill Landfill. This request for authorization to disturb final cover includes all of
the features identified on Figure 1 - Phase I Construction. Other facilities located outside the
shaded area are not included in this requested authorization. The following improvements are
included in this request:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pavilions 1 - 3 and Picnic Areas A, B and C
Adult Fields 1 - 14 and Youth Fields I - 5
Roadway and Parking Areas from the Walnut Hill Lane Entrance to Alt. 2 Limits
Associated Utilities including, water, sanitary sewer and storm drainage
Area Lighting for Facilities
Hardscaping and Landscaping for the areas described

This section meets the requirements of 30 TAC §330.960(4) which requires a description of the
construction/investigation process including, but not limited to, work schedule and safety issues
during construction. The next section, Section 5, will provide more detail regarding specific
excavation, disposal, and environmental management during construction.
Engineering plans detailing the proposed construction are included in the Drawings Section.
These drawings provide the information necessary to construct the improvements described
above. The following list provides general content descriptions ofthese plans:

C-1: Drawing Index and General Location Map
The general location of the project and a list of all the construction drawings included in the plan
set. This submittal contains drawings from the set that pertain to facilities that will be
constructed in this contract.

C-2: Existing Topography
Depicts existing elevations prior to construction of proposed improvements.

C-3: Soil Boring Map
Soil boring locations associated with the geotechnical investigations. A table is provided that
indicates approximate depth to waste where applicable.

C4 - C8: Drainage Area Map and Details
Drainage areas and calculations for the proposed final grades.
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C-9- C-23: Grading Plans
Contours and elevations for proposed grading of the site.

C-24 -C-31: Storm Drain Plan and Profiles
Detailed plan and profiles of the propose HDPE storm drain system.

C-32- C-47: Roadway Plan and Profiles
Horizontal and vertical roadway alignments.

C-48- C-50: Erosion and Sediment Control
Details for minimizing erosion during construction.

TM-01-TM-08: Existing Tree Survey and Mitigation Plan
Survey of existing trees at site prior to construction as well as proposed tree plantings to be
performed for mitigation as part of this project.

HD-1- HD-26: Hardscape Plans
Locations and details for construction of surface features including, walkways, bleachers, picnic
table and other park facilities.

IR-01-IR-17: Irrigation Plans
The detailed layout and details of the irrigation system.

LP-1- LP-22: Landscape Plans
Detailed layouts and details for proposed plantings including trees shrubs and turf grasses.

E-1- E-5, E-12: Electrical Plans
Electrical plans that provide layouts for the proposed pole mounted exterior lighting. Drawing
E-12 provides a detail for the light pole foundations.

WW-564-A- WW-571: Water and Sewer Plan and Profiles
Detailed plans and profile depths for proposed water and sanitary sewer lines. All water and
sewer lines will be dual contained or be encased in cement stabilized embedment around the pipe
to provide additional structural stability.

A-1.0- A-1. 7: Architectural Plans- Pavilions
Architectural plans and elevations of the pavilions. These pavilions are not enclosed structures
as they are designed with fixed opening that provide ventilation to the outside.
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Sl.l-S2.11: Structural Plans and Details- Pavilions

The structural plans detail the foundation and structure of the pavilions
The proposed improvements included in the Elm Fork project are further described and broken
down into the following categories:
Buildings and Structures, Utilities and Surface
Improvements.
Buildings and Structures: Building and structures include the construction of two park
pavilion buildings that contain restroom facilities. These masonry structures will have concrete
foundations with concrete piers that may penetrate the landfill waste into underlying shale. The
buildings will have fixed openings between the top of the walls and the roof structure providing
ventilation and are, therefore, not considered enclosed structures. The pavilions are detailed in
the Architectural and Structural Plans. Park lighting is proposed throughout the facility and will
include free standing light poles that are anchored with concrete piers. The piers will penetrate
the landfill and terminate in the underlying shalebedrock.
Utilities: Various utilities are proposed for the development to serve the needs of the park.
Storm drain lines are detailed in drawings C-24-C-31. Water and sanitary sewer lines are shown
on WW-1 -WW-8. All waste and sanitary sewers lines to be constructed over landfill areas will
be dual contained pipe and will be constructed with dual cement modified embedment in some
areas for increased stability. Irrigation lines are proposed to provide water to the proposed park
landscape features. Details on the irrigation lines are presented and are included in IR-1- IR-17.
All proposed utilities are intended to be constructed within the final cover or outside the waste.
In the event that waste is encountered during construction of utilities, all waste will be removed
from the utility trench and disposed of in accordance with section 5 of this request.
Surface Improvements: Surface improvements proposed at the Elm Fork Project include site
gradingsite grading to improve drainage, paving for roadway and parking areas, hardscaping for
various park features such as walkways and bleachers, and landscaping improvements. The
engineering drawings provide details on these improvements including proposed elevations and
sections.
The surface improvements proposed for the Elm Fork project will involve grading of the final
cover including placement of fill and limited excavation. Proposed grades will generally be at or
above existing final cover elevations. Some limited excavation of landfill cover soils are
proposed near the proposed park entrance at Walnut Hill Lane. Excavation is also proposed to
provide suitable grades for the roadway and parking area near the western limits of the Alternate
2 Area. Plan and profiles of this area are shown on drawings C-36 and C-37. Based on borings
and site history, this area is not expected to contain trash or garbage. However, some limited
amounts of concrete and debris may be encountered during excavation. Installation of utilities
will involve trenching into the final cover and in some areas this may lead to exposure and
removal of solid waste. Handling procedures for excavated waste are discussed in section 5.
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The contractor and all subcontractors will be required to follow safety procedures outlined in the
specifications and are expected to be prepared to encounter waste and adhere to provisions of
this plan. The contractor will be required to address at minimum the following safety issues:
•

Landfill gas safety issues - Construction of this project will be performed in and near
buried wastes. As these buried materials decompose, they will generate landfill gas,
which normally consists of carbon dioxide, methane, and occasionally hydrogen sulfide
as well as other trace gases, depending on the composition of the buried materials. These
gases usually vent to the atmosphere through the cover soil, but may also migrate
laterally to adjacent areas depending on site and weather conditions. Landfill gases may
cause an oxygen deficiency in underground trenches, vaults, conduits, and structures.
The contractor and or the City will conduct air monitoring in excavation areas and other
locations of construction activity where landfill gas is likely to accumulate. Monitoring
equipment shall be calibrated to detect small amounts of methane and be recalibrated
periodically in accordance with manufacturers' recommendations. Monitoring of air for
methane gas shall be performed during working hours whenever open trenches,
excavations, or waste handling/disposal is taking place, when the contractor is working on
or near exposed refuse, or when landfill gas 1s likely to be present.
In addition, the safety plan to be developed for the project by the selected contractor will
address construction workers safety. Also, the selected contractor will be advised of the
possibility of landfill gas and to take the necessary precautions associated with
construction activities at this site. To monitor concentrations of methane, an on-site
representative of the contractor will be required to continuously wear a personal gas
monitor which will detect concentrations of methane and emit an audible alarm when
methane concentration reaches 20 percent of the lower explosive limit. If this were to
happen, the representative will immediately advise all personnel to vacate the area of
concern and not return until methane concentrations have returned to acceptable levels.
While such conditions that would allow methane to accumulate to levels of concern are
not anticipated, the representative will, nonetheless, monitor the excavation process on a
routine basis to provide suitable oversight of methane concentrations.

•

Potential fire control and management - Fires and explosions may occur from the
presence of methane gas. Methane is explosive in approximate concentrations of 5 to 15
percent by volume in air and will be present in landfill gas at the site. Soil shall be
stockpiled adjacent to work space in areas of exposed refuse for firefighting purposes and
water should will be available all times on-site for potential fire suppression. Fire
extinguishers with a rating of at least A, B, and C shawill be available at all times on the
site. Welding, smoking, and startup and shutdown of equipment shawill not be permitted
in areas of exposed refuse and smoking will not be allowed at any time within the
construction area. The local fire department will be notified prior to the commencement
of construction and its contact information will be kept available by all supervising
project personnel, one of which will be on-site during all working hours.

•

Procedures for working with municipal solid waste- Landfill materials (solids and
liquids) have the potential to contain pathogens, fungus, viruses, infectious materials,
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sharp, puncturing, and cutting objects, and other hazards. Dust control during waste
excavation is important with respect to controlling dust-borne transmission of harmful
elements. Preventing dermal contact with waste by workers, including unnecessary
walking over or in exposed waste, will also reduce the risks of worker exposure. Dust
control and worker exposure during excavation shawill be addressed in the contractor's
health and safety plan, as required by the bid documents for this project.
The project construction is scheduled to begin during the summer of 2011 and is expected to be
completed by 2012.
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DESCRIPTION OF EXCAVATED MATERIAL DISPOSAL
AND MANAGEMENT OF W ATER AND METHANE
MONITORING (30 TAC § 330.960(5))

This section discusses how the contractor will handle any waste or contaminated water
encountered during the construction of proposed park facilities. This section describes
procedures for disposal of excavated waste materials that may be encountered during
construction. Per 30 TAC §330.960(5), this section of the request will also contain a description
of procedures for water and/or methane monitoring and excavated material disposal during
construction.

5.1

DISPOSAL OF WASTE MATERIALS

The proposed construction activities associated with the Elm Fork project are expected to
generate small amounts of waste from excavation. Although the vast majority of work
associated with the park construction will take place within and over the final cover, small
amounts of waste are anticipated to be removed as part of the construction. Activities where
waste materials are likely to be encountered include the following:
•

Installation of piers for building foundations and exterior lighting

•

Installation of storm drainage piping near the outfall

•

Roadway Grading near the park entrances

If solid waste is removed during these or any other construction activities, the waste will be
separated from other clean excavated material and removed from the site for disposal. If the
waste needs to be stored on site for more than 24 hours it will be covered with an impermeable
synthetic material to prevent contact with rainfall. A containment berm will be constructed
around the waste pile to prevent stormwater run-on from contacting the waste pile. All
excavated material that contains solid waste will be removed from the site and disposed of within
a permitted facility authorized to receive municipal solid waste.
If excavation activities result in exposed waste, the area will be covered with clean soil or other
materials as soon as practical but no later than the end of the day it has been exposed. If an area
of exposed waste will remain exposed for an extended period, the contractor will provide
adequate cover consisting of a minimum of 6 inches of soil or an impermeable membrane
material to prevent rainfall from contacting the waste. Diversion berms shawill be installed
around the exposed area to prevent stormwater flows from contacting the waste.

5.2

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

This section discusses environmental considerations inherent in the proposed construction
activities that will be performed over a closed landfill.
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Drainage Control and leachate/Contaminated Water

Stormwater runoff control measures will be used to minimize contaminated water generation.
Temporary diversion berms will be used upslope of all excavations where waste is exposed to
minimize the amount of surface water coming into contact with waste materials. In addition,
temporary containment berms will be constructed around areas of exposed waste to collect
surface water. The diversion berms and containment berms will be appropriately installed in
areas where waste material is exposed due to excavation or other construction activities. At no
time will contaminated water be allowed to discharge to surface waters.
In view of the management procedures described above, especially the covering of waste and
precautions implemented in advance of inclement weather, the generation of leachate or
contaminated water is expected to be minimal. However, if leachate or contaminated water is
generated, the water will be collected and disposed in accordance with standards set forth herin
and in accordance with City and state requirements for disposal of such water. The following are
methods (or a combination) that will be used to handle any leachate or contaminated water
encountered or generated during construction:
•

On-site storage and disposal in the sanitary sewer - will require analysis of the leachate
or contaminated water to compare with acceptable limits at the local wastewater
treatment plant, as approved by the City Dallas, regarding discharge limits.

•

On-site storage and disposal off-site via vacuum truck transport - will require a vacuum
truck to transport the leachate/contaminated water to an approved wastewater treatment
facility. This option will likely only be utilized if discharging into the sewer system
proves not to be feasible.

•

In areas, where waste is excavated, all waste will be properly transported to an approved
MSW landfill. No waste will be exposed overnight.

5.2.2

Erosion and Sediment Control During Construction

The contractor will be required to file a Notice of Intent (NOI) for coverage under the general
stormwater permit for construction activities of the Texas Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (TPDES) prior to beginning work. As part of the coverage under TPDES, the contractor
will install appropriate erosion control devices in accordance with the Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP), which must be in place prior to filing ofthe NOI.
The provisions of the SWPPP will include measures to control sediment discharge during
construction including, but not be limited to the use of earthen berms, hay bales, and silt fencing
down-gradient of slopes which may experience erosion (including material stockpiles). Erosion
damage from rainfall events will be repaired by the contractor after such events. All erosion
control measures will also be inspected and maintained throughout the redevelopment process.
As discussed in Section 5.2.1, drainage control measures will be put in place to minimize the
amount of contaminated water generated during the project and to collect any leachate from the
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excavation process. Such berms will also be maintained as necessary to meet SWPPP
requirements and to control erosion.
The contractor will pay special attention to erosion on soil cover over waste materials. Any
cover damage to the existing landfill or in areas where cover must be maintained over solid
waste materials that are part of construction, will be repaired immediately and steps taken to
prevent a recurrence of that type of damage. Drawings C-48 - C-50 provide details for erosion
control measures to be implemented by the contractor during construction.

5.2.3

landfill Gas and Methane Monitoring During Construction

Routine monitoring of excavations will be performed during construction to determine the
presence of methane in areas where equipment and personnel will be working. If methane is
detected within construction areas, measures willshould be taken to provide adequate ventilation
of the area. Section 4 provides additional information on gas monitoring to be performed during
construction.
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APPENDIX A
Geotechnical Investigation Report
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Permit Information for Walnut Hill Landfill
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rEillHT FOR A NUNICIPAL SOLID HASTE DISPOSAL SITE
issued under provisions of Article 4477-7, Vernon 1 s
Texas Civil Statutes, and the Texas Department of
Health Resources' 11 Hunicipal Solid Haste Regulations 11
Permittee
Name:
City of Dallas
Address: Main & Harwood Streets
Dallas, Texas
75201

Site 01mer
See Attachment to Permit No. 89 11
Names and Addresses of 0-.;mers of
Municipal Disposal Sit~'

Legal Description of Site: The legal
is hereby made a pArt of this penuit.

I

~escription,

as submitted in the appl:Lcation,

_Size & .I.ocation of Site: This is an existing disposal site designated "Halnut
Hill Landfill",
located at 2300 W. Walnut Hill Road.' ~.;rithin the City of Dallas,
LA
Dallas County, Texas. It is also described as situated at the following gee"
graphic coordinates: N 32°53.00 1 W 96c54.30'
Op~rational

Classification of Site:

Type I

· --,~aste-bisposa-r-11et11odsu5ed--atilie:5anit"En:::Y-.1ai1d£IHuBT1zlng-daily-reftise

compaction and cover with six (6) inches of compacted earth.
Description of Wast~ Materials that Will be Processed at the Site: Materials to
be disposed of will consist of approximately one thousand four hundred fifty (1,450)
tons average per day of municipal solid waste generated by a population of approximately 348,000 persons.
Standard Provision: Acceptance of this permit constitutes an acknowledgement
that the permittee will comply \vith all of the terms, provisions, conditions,
limitations, and restrictions embodied in this permit, with the 11 Nunicipal
Solid \vaste Regulations'' of the Texas Department of Health Resources and \vith
the pertinent la\vS of the State of Texas.
Special rrovisions: See Attachment Waste Pennit No. 89.' 1

11

Special Provisions for Municipal Solid

This permit will be valid until cancelled or revoked by the Director of the
Texas Department of Health Resources or until the site is completely filled
and -rendered unusable, \vhichever occurs first.
Given under my Hand and Seal of Office at Austin, Texas on the 29
19 7 5.

.L

day of: August,

_______,--..__-~"'

jc_

Fratis L. Duff, M.
Deputy Director
Texas Department o · lle.:tl th Resources

Permit: No. 89
~City

of Dallas
'Page No. 2

SPECUL PROVISIONS fOR HUNICIPl\1 SOLID
WASTE l'ERNIT NO, 89

A.

Bi

C.

Surface Water Protection:

1.

The opcTator of this land disposal facility shall provide suit~blc working face dikes and/or any other suitable water diversion methods to control
and minimize the flo\·l of rain or surface \vO. tcr onto rmd/or throuzlt the
disposal area to minimize contact bet,o7cen the \vatcr and solicl \~astc:: ,

2.

Rainfall runoff within the landfill trenches shall not be discharged
from th~ site but may be used for compaction of the waste .

Odor and Air Po l lution Contro l :
~o1a.t e r

1.

Any pond ed

2.

Open burning at the site is not authorized.

at th e site must not become a source of obnmd.ous odors.

Site Development and Operation:
1.

Uncontrolled access and dumping by unauthorized per s ons of unnuthorized
materials -shall be controlled by providing a man-proof fence or other
suitabl e means of site access control. ·

That portion of this site which is ,vithin i,ooo feet of IH 35 (primary
highHay sys tern) must be scree~ed from vie1o1 of the moto:!"ing pubU c in
accordance with Article 6674v-l, Vernon's Texas Civil Statutes, "Highway
- - - - -- - -Beautification Ac t 11 ,-------...;-;-,:-:i-"=-~··,.-.- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - . ;.•.~-.,-zf.-il~r'~
,\._.
.. ~;~-:-·.;..~;;;h: .;:€.5" D. Sit e Closing : The applicant shall, ~ih ~~:· ·(fisposal operations are completed
and/or before abandonment of the site, cbmpletely and properly close the
disposal area in accordanc.e. with the regulations of the Texas Department of
lle.al th Resources pertaining thereto.
,;,

2.

E.

Surety Bond:

Not required.

•..
. ...· .
' •'
,:'. ·•. /;~·:
I

•

,•

,·

Permit Uo. 89
City o£ DLillas
~Page 3

NAHES AND ADDRESSES OF OlmERS

OF
HUNICIPAL DISPOSAL SITE
PERMIT NO. 89

1.

James G. Brown

Route 2, Box 1888
Burleson, Texas
76028
2.

Wesco Materials Corp.
1402 Expressway Tower
Dallas, Texas
75206

3.

J. Fred Smith Gravel Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 342lJ4
Dallas, Texas
75234

t'C:! U ll l l

l ,Ll ,

0/

Ci t:y o f DJllas
Page 4
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STAT E OF TEX!IS

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF TFJ~CTS
OF LAND OI,JNED BY Li\NDO\·JNERS
SHOWN IN PA GE 3 TO SOLID
HASTE PEK.11lT NO, 89

COUNTY Of DALLi\S

No , o f Acr es

in Trnct
23.60

-Les so rL_c: g<Il De s c ription
J ames G. Brown Trac~-------------------------·--------t
Ed1varJ H. Hunt Survey , abs tr2ct no. 57 5, Bl oc!: 83/7 , nnd being
a pa rt o f the land conveyed to James G. Br01m by de ed dated
March 18, 1968 and record ed in volume 68056, pa ge 0930 of th e
Deed Records of Dallas County, Texas.

HESCO NATERIALS CORP.

9.95

J.:RACT~

Hillic::.m Dabbett Survey, abstract 155, block 6507, and__ being a
part of the land convey ed to Hesco Haterials Corp. by1:tw separate
deeds dated May 29, 1962, and Feb~uary 28 , 1963, and recorded in
volume 5783, page 460 and volume 16, page 0527 respectively of the
Deed Records of Dallas County, Texas.
35.37

John L. Hunt Survey, abstract no, 588, block 6509, and being a
part of the land conveyed to Dal1as Gravel Co., no\v Hesco Haterials
Corp. by deed dated July 13, 1953 and recorded in volume 3885, page
235 of the Deed Records of Dallas County, Texas.

John L. Hunt Survey, abstract no. 588, blocks 6508 and 6509, and
being all the land eonyeyed to Wesco Haterials Corp. by E. R. Nurff
et ux, Mabel Cupp Nurff, by deed dated October 2, 1957 and recorded
- - - - - - - - - - · in -volume -4 78_0, -page- -12, -Deed Records -of- Dallas .County, Texas, and ____ ,_
being a part ., of the iand conveyed to said Wesco Haterials Corp. by
Wamix, Inc., by deed dated October 31, 1963, recorded in volume 203,
page 1346 of said Deed Records of Dallas County, Texas.
63.78

20.92

Edward W. Hunt Srirvey, abstract no. 575, and being in the D.R.S.C.
-·Galloway Survey, abstract no. 522, and being a part of blocks 6539
and 6540, and being the land described as 11 First 11 and 11 S econd Tracts 11
in a conveyance to Wesco Materials Corp., by deed dated October 23,
·1963 and recorded in volume 218, page 1955 of the Deed Records of · '"'
Dallas County, Texas.
John L. Hunt Survey, abstract no. 588, block 6509, and being a part
of the land conveyed to the Wesco Materials Corp. by (2) deeds as
follov1s:
(1) by Wamix, Inc., by deed dated October 31, 1963, and recorded
in volume 203, pages 1346-1347 and
(2) by Minden Materials Co., by deed dated June 4, 1~59 and recorded
in ~olume 5141, page 214, all of the Deed Re cords of Dallas County,
Texas.

11.18

Hi1li~m

Babbett S~r~ ey, abs~iacf no. 155, ~nd~~ihg all of th ~ t
certain tract of land c onveyed to Wesco Ma terials Corp. by P. R.
Murff by deed dated May 9, 1962, and recorded in volume 5771, pa ge
213, Deed Records of Da llas County, Texas, and being the ea s t 10

Lc~al

1)~~c

.._ u a

r,

_,

Description Contd.
acres of the last 01H~-h.:1lf of a tract of t~ :_rt::-/ .::c:rcs of laacl
dcscrihed in a deed from 1-J. P. ScymouJ~ to J. H. Rccc\cr, rcco!.-dcJ
in volume 266, page 21 of soicl Deed Reco::.-J~;, the I and l!cc·ein
leased being in block 6508,

J. FRED SJv!l'J:'ll GRAVEL CO .. INC. TRACTS

]02.93

E. H. Bunt ;,urvey, abstract no, 575, bloclcs G510 :.:>nd 6511,
and bein(j a part of the proper·ty acquired by J. Freel S;nj'_th
Gravel Co., frcin HilJ iarn E. Knight and 1\'ifc, Cynthia;~.. Kni8ht:,
by deed recorded in volume 614, page I1S, Deed Reco1·cls of Dallas
County, Texas.

52.27

E. H. Hunt Su,~vey, abstract no, 575, block no. 6510, 2nd being
a part of the land conveyed to J. Fred Smith Gravel Co. by
~illiam R. Knight and wife, Cynthia A. Kni~1t by deed dated
March 14, 1914 and recorded in volume 614, page ~5 of the Deed
Records of Dallas County, Texas.
Edward W. Hunt Survey, abstract no, 590, block 6511, and 1eing a
part of the land conveyed to J. Fred Smith Gravel Co., Inc. by
William R. Knight and wife, Cynthia A. Knight by deed dated I-~arch 14,
1914, and recorded in volume 614, page Lf5 of the Deed Records of
Dallas County, Texas,
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CERTIFICATE OF FACT
– FCD MANAGEMENT, LLC
APPENDIX C

W&M Environmental Group, LLC (W&M Project No. 1513.001)

Rolando B. Pablos

Corporations Section
P.O.Box 13697
Austin, Texas 78711-3697

Secretary of State

Office of the Secretary of State
Certificate of Fact
The undersigned, as Secretary of State of Texas, does hereby certify that the document, Certificate of
Formation for FCD MANAGEMENT, LLC (file number 801861508), a Domestic Limited Liability
Company (LLC), was filed in this office on October 03, 2013.
It is further certified that the entity status in Texas is in existence.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto signed my name
officially and caused to be impressed hereon the Seal of
State at my office in Austin, Texas on September 18,
2017.

Rolando B. Pablos
Secretary of State

Phone: (512) 463-5555
Prepared by: SOS-WEB

Come visit us on the internet at http://www.sos.state.tx.us/
Dial: 7-1-1 for Relay Services
Fax: (512) 463-5709
TID: 10264
Document: 763070400006

ENGINEER’S APPOINTMENT
LETTER
APPENDIX D

W&M Environmental Group, LLC (W&M Project No. 1513.001)

August 21, 20.17
Mr. Richard A. Hyde, P .E., Executive Director
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
P.O. Box 13087
Austin, Texas 78711-3087
Dear Mr. Hyde:
This is to advise you that FCD Management has appointed W&M Environmental Group, LLC
(W &M) as engineer for the purpose of submitting a development permit application in accordance
with 30 TAC Chapter 330 Subchapter T for the Elm Fork Athletic Complex located off Walnut Hill
Lane in Dallas, Dallas County, Texas. W&M is a licensed engineering firm (Texas Firm License F8240) employing professional engineers in good standing in accordance with state statutes, and has
experience in permitting with TCEQ.
Mr. Frank W. Clark, P.E., Technical Director with W&M, is the engineer ofrecord for this
development permit application. Mr. Clark is registered in the State of Texas, registration number
82371.

Signature

3"""o.m
es �S,01\ (!1�
Typed Name
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF

C..o \ 1 rn

.RE8EKAH JEAN BROWN
Notarr 10" 1244801128
My CommlHlon EIIPlrH

§
§
§

Jutr 1 a, 2020

.J /

Notary Seal

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this the
day of At@fASG 2017
, known to me to the person whose name is subscribed to
by
the foregoing instrument, and they acknowledged to me that they executed the same for the
purposes and consideration therein expressed.
Notary Public in and for the State of Texas,
County

Col /iC\

·K�

Teu_.r1 fJtOLA-1\

Printed/Typed Name ofNotary

My commission expires:

3\..A..l& \�, 3.D'o..0

SITE LEGAL DESCRIPTION

APPENDIX E

W&M Environmental Group, LLC (W&M Project No. 1513.001)

APPENDIX E
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
2200 Walnut Hill Lane
Dallas, Texas
A legal description of the entire 140-acre property owned by the City of Dallas is provided
below.
WHEREAS, The City of Dallas is the owner of a 140.732 acre tract of land situated in the J.L. Hunt
Survey, Abstract No. 588 and the William Babbett Survey, Abstract No. 155, Dallas County, Texas; said
tract being all of that parcel of land described in Warranty Deeds to the City of Dallas recorded in
Instrument Number 20070387885, and all of that tract of land described in Notice of Lis Pendens of
Cause No. cc-10-02807-a to the City of Dallas recorded in Instrument No. 201000124957, both of the
Official Public Records Dallas County Texas (OPRDCT). and all of those parcels described by Warranty
Deeds to the City of Dallas recorded in Volume 2005053, Page 9298, Volume 2004224, Page 12443 and
Volume 2005011, Page 8885, OPRDCT, and a portion of Spangler Road {no deed of record found), and
being more particularly described as follows:
BEGINNING at a 1/2-lnch Iron rod with 'PIBURN PARTNERS" cap found for the northwest corner Lot
1, Block 2/6509, Shinchon Addition, an Addition to the City of Dallas recorded in Instrument No.
20070132427, OPRDCT, same being the northwest comer of that tract of land described in Special
Warranty Deed ta Donald L. Valk recorded in Instrument Number 201300066591, OPRDCT, being on
the south line of Walnut Hill Lane (variable width publicly used roadway) located South 89 degrees, 35
minutes, 56 seconds West, along the said south line of Walnut Hill Lane, a distance of 694.62 feet from a
1/2-inch iron rod with “WAI" cap found for the northwest corner of a right-of-way corner clip at the
intersection of the south right-of-way line of Walnut Hill Lane with the west right-of-way line of
Goodnight Lane {a 60-foot wide right-of-way);
THENCE, South 10 degrees, 25 minutes, 46 seconds West, departing the said south line of Walnut Hill
Lane and along the west line of said Lot 1 and said Valk tract, a distance of 1209.80 feet to a 1 /2-inch
iron rod with "PI BURN PARTNERS" cap found for the southernmost corner of said Lot 1 and said Valk
tract, and the northwest comer of that tract of land described in General Warranty Deed to NTI Land
Company, L.C. recorded in Volume 2004224, Page 12288, OPRDCT:
THENCE, South 10 degrees, 17 minutes, 19 seconds West, along the west line of said NTT Land tract, a
distance of 373.47 feet to a 3-inch aluminum disk marked "ELM FORK AC" set for the southwest corner
of said NTI Land tract;
THENCE, North 89 degrees, 21 minutes, 22 seconds East along the south line of to a 1/2-inch iron rod
with “WAI" cap found far corner; said paint being in the beginning of a non-tangent curve to the left;
THENCE, in a southwesterly direction, along the west line of Goodnight Lane and along said curve,
having a central angle of 45 degrees, 00 minutes, 00 seconds, a radius of 630.00 feet, a chord bearing
and distance of South 22 degrees, 06 minutes, 32 seconds West, 482.18 feet, an arc distance of 494.80
feet to a 1/2-inch iron rod with “WAI" cap found at the end of said curve;
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THENCE, South 00 degrees, 23 minutes, 28 seconds East, continuing along the said west line of
Goodnight Lane, at 26.87 feet passing a 3-inch aluminum disk marked "ELM FORK AC" set for
reference, being the intersection of said right of way line and the north line of that 50 foot wide railroad
easement described by Volume 4202, Page 435, Deed Records Dallas County Texas
(DRDCT), continuing for a total distance of 51.87 feet to a found 60d nail, said paint being the northeast
corner of Lot 2A, Block D/6508, Goodnight Business Park, Second Installment, an Addition to the City of
Dallas, Texas according to the plat recorded in Volume 2004101, Page 93, OPRDCT, and being the
centerline of said railroad easement;
THENCE, South 89 degrees, 21 minutes, 22 seconds West, with said railroad centerline, at a distance of
1099.84 feet pass a 5/8-inch iron rod with "WAI" cap found far the northwest corner of said Lot 2A,
Black D/6508, and the northeast earner of Lot 4, Block D/6508, CMG Manana, an Addition to the City of
Dallas, Texas according to the plat recorded in Volume 2004028, Page 141, at a distance of 1264.84 feet
pass the northwest corner of said Lot 4 and the northeast comer of Lot 6, Block D/6508, Jaguar's
Addition, an Addition to the City of Dallas, Texas according to the plat recorded in Instrument No.
20070431673, at a distance of 1429.84 feet pass the northwest comer of said Lot 6 and northeast corner
of Lot 5, Block D/6508, C.W.F. Addition, an Addition to the City of Dallas, Texas according to the plat
recorded in Instrument No. 200600205073, all of said OPRDCT, continuing for a total distance of
1626.24 feet to a 2-inch aluminum disk stamped "KSC RPLS 4019" found for corner; said point being the
northwest earner of a 30-foot wide right-of-way dedication according to said plat of Lot 5, Block D/6508,
same being the end point of that 50 foot wide railroad easement as described by Volume 4202, Page 442,
DRDCT;
THENCE, South 89 degrees, 38 minutes, 22 seconds West, with said railroad centerline and at a distance
of 578.75 feet pass the northwest corner of that tract of land described in Warranty Deed to the City of
Dallas recorded In Volume 808, Page 1615, DRDCT, at a distance of 1163.00 feet pass the northwest
corner of that tract described by instrument to Steve M. Free Family Limited Partnership, recorded in
Instrument No. 201200297541, OPRDCT, same being the northeast comer of that tract described by
Instrument to G. T. Management, recorded In Volume 2001200, Page 3334, DRDCT, at 1848.43 feet pass
a found PK nail with "Pacheco Koch" washer far the northwest comer of Lot 1, Block A/6506, Helsan
Investment Ca. Addition, an Addition to the City of Dallas as recorded In Volume 85039, Page 1868,
DRDCT, and the southwest corner of the aforesaid City of Dallas tract described in Instrument No.
201000124957, OPRDCT, from which a set 3-inch aluminum disk marked "ELM FORK AC" set for
reference bears North 00 degrees 07 minutes 10 seconds East, 25.00 feet. said point being in the east line
of Spangler Road (a called 60-foot road, no deed found), continuing for a total distance of 1878.43 feet to
a set PK nail with "Pacheco Koch" washer for comer at the center of Spangler Road;
THENCE, North 00 degrees, 07 minutes, 10 seconds East, with the center of Spangler Road, a distance of
1390.21 feet to a set PK nail with "Pacheco Koch" washer;
THENCE, North 89 degrees, 36 minutes, 58 seconds East, at 30.00 feet pass a 3-inch metal post found for
corner, same being the southwest corner of that called 7.50 acre tract described by Special Warranty
Deed to Vaughn Proffitt and wife Annette Proffitt recorded in Volume 98216, Page 660, DRDCT,
continuing with the north line of that City of Dallas tract described in Instrument No. 20070387885,
OPRDCT, and with the south line of said 7.50 acre tract and the south line of those parcels described in
Volume 98180, Page 2092, DRDCT, for a total distance of 1059.87 feet to a "+" cut in a concrete footing
of a fence found for the southwest corner of that called 3.120 acre tract described by Warranty Deed to
the City of Dallas as recorded in Volume 2005053, Page 9298, DRDCT;
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THENCE, North 00 degrees, 51 minutes, 15 seconds West, with the west line of said City of Dallas Tract,
at a distance of 664.95 feet passing a 3-lnch aluminum disk marked "ELM FORK AC" set for the new
south right of way line of Walnut Hill Lane, continuing far a total distance of 718.45 feet to a 1/2-inch
iron rod with "HALFF ASSOC INC" cap found far the northwest corner of said City of Dallas tract, said
point being in the called centerline of said Walnut Hill Lane;
THENCE, North 89 degrees, 35 minutes, 02 seconds East with said called center line of Walnut Hill
Lane, a distance of 2276.84 feet to a nail with shiner marked "PACHECO KOCH" set for comer;
THENCE, South 10 degrees, 25 minutes, 46 seconds West, a distance of 54.47 feet to the POINT OF
BEGINNING;
CONTAINING: 140.732 acres (6,130,286 square feet) of land, more or less.
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ELM FORK ATHLETIC
COMPLEX DESIGN
DRAWINGS
APPENDIX F

W&M Environmental Group, LLC (W&M Project No. 1513.001)

10-29-2013

10-29-2013

10-29-2013

D

C

B

A
1' - 10"

A

C.6
04

SEE PLAN
1' - 2"

S2.1

19' - 8"

12' - 0"

STRUCTURAL

1' - 4"

B

0.1
24 / 10
97'-0"

5

04

02

S2.1

S2.1

8"

CIVIL ENGINEER
GRAHAM ASSOCIATES,, INC.
600 SIX FLAGS DRIVE, SUITE 500
ARLINGTON, TX 76011

6"
6"

03

8"

1
C.6

A

24 / 10
97'-0"

24 / 10
97'-0"

24 / 10
97'-0"

24 / 10
97'-0"

PLAN DETAIL

02

3/4" = 1'-0"
GRID LINES DENOTE
OUTSIDE FACE OF STEEL
PRIMARY FRAMING FOR
PRE-MANUFACTURERED
METAL BLDG BY OTHERS

19' - 10"

S2.1

GRID
3" TYP

REINFORCING LAYERS PER PLAN
10' - 0"

#3 AT 9" O.C. EA. WAY

TYPICAL PIER REINFORCING (SEE
TYPICAL DETAILS). EXTEND PIER
VERTICAL REINFORCING INTO SLAB
ABOVE AND TERMINATE IN 90 DEGREE
HOOK.

24 / 10
99'-0"

10' - 0"

TYP

24 / 10
99'-0"
3" DROP PANEL

8" VOID
TYP.

8" VOID
TYP.

1' - 0"

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
HKS, INC.
350 N ST. PAUL, SUITE 100
DALLAS, TX 75201-4240

S2.1

1

B

06

DOWN

8"

GRADE BEAM REINF
CONT THROUGH PIER
CAP PER TYP DETAILS

OWNER
HUNT SPORTS GROUP, LLC
1601 ELM STREET, SUITE 4000
DALLAS, TX 75201
ARCHITECT
HKS, INC.
350 N ST. PAUL, SUITE 100
DALLAS, TX 75201-4240

SLOPE FUEL TANK
STORAGE AREA SLAB
TOWARDS ROAD AND
SIDE (AWAY FROM CMU
AND BUILDING) FOR
EXTERIOR DRAINAGE

FUEL
TANK

GRADE BEAM REINF
CONT THROUGH PIER
CAP PER TYP DETAILS

3/4" = 1'-0"

SLOPE

9" THICK FLAT SLAB

PIER CAP REINF
PER TYP DETAILS

07

FUEL
TANK

FUEL TANKS AND SKID
MOUNTED CONTAINMENT
PANS 5000LB EA

5

PIER CAP REINF
PER TYP DETAILS

PLAN DETAIL

CMU ENCLOSURE
SEE SECTION

PROVIDE MISC MTL GATES PER
ARCH DWG. BASE OF GATES
MUST BE SURFACE MOUNTED
TO STRUCT SLAB AND
ATTACHED TO WALL

14' - 4"

0.1

7 1/2"
TYP

7 1/2"
TYP

5

1' - 4"

PIER BELOW
CENTER BELOW
COL AS SHOWN

1' - 3"

1' - 10 1/2"

1' - 3"

SEE PLAN

5

1' - 10 1/2"

SEE PLAN

PIER BELOW
CENTER BELOW
COL AS SHOWN

7"
TYP

24 / 10
97'-0"

2

2

24 / 10
97'-0"

24 / 10
97'-0"

05 SECTION
3/4" = 1'-0"

SLOPE TO DRAIN [ -1"]
TOP REINFORCING
SLOPES WITH SLAB
22' - 6"

AT EA GARAGE ENTRY DOOR SLOPE
SLAB TO EXTERIOR EDGE [-1" MAX]
9" THICK FLAT SLAB

0.1
SLOPE
DOWN
TOP OF WALL 10'-0"
MAX ABOVE TOP OF
EXTERIOR SLAB
COORD FINAL HT WITH
FUEL TANK REQ

3" DROP PANEL
(12" TOTAL
THICKNESS),
TYP.

HOOK TOP BARS AT
EDGE OF SLAB, TYP.

10' - 0"

PROVIDE (2) #4 CONT
BOND BEAM AT TOP
OF WALL

24 / 10
99'-0"

24 / 10
99'-0"

SEE BELOW

2"
CLR

NOTE:
DETAIL APPLIES AT ENTRY
AND GARAGE DOORS
COORDINATE LOCATIONS
WITH ARCH'L PLANS

HOOK TOP BARS AT
EDGE OF SLAB, TYP.

3

3

1" CLR.

NOTE:
MAINTAIN SLAB TOP CLR
COVER AT SLOPED SLAB
LOCATIONS

24 / 10
97'-0"

24 / 10
97'-0"

8"

52" MIN

1.3 Ld

REINF WALL WITH #5
AT 32" OC VERT AND #
4 AT 32" OC HORZ

AT DOORWAY SITE
PAVING PROVIDE #4 x3'-0"
SMOOTH DOWELS IN
GREASED SLEEVE AT 18"
OC (3 MIN PER DOOR)
CENTER BAR ON JOINT

TE OF T EXA
S
STA

22' - 6"

1' - 6"

DOWN

8" VOID
TYP.

#5 AT 32" OC DOWEL
FOR CMU HOOK AT
BOT INTO GRADE BM

2" CLR.

2"
CLR

2' - 4"

SLOPE

SEE S2.1/01

DANIEL R GETZ
SLOPE TO DRAIN [ -1"]
TOP REINFORCING
SLOPES WITH SLAB

SEE BELOW

WITHIN SLOPED AREA DEPRESS TOP
MAT OF REINF TO MAINTAIN
SPECIFIED COVER, PROVIDE
DIFFERENT HT BAR CHAIRS FOR TOP
REINF MAT AS NECESSARY

SECTION

24 / 10
99'-0"

REVISION

#4 AT 9" O.C.

SEE
PLAN

4
24 / 10
97'-0"

24 / 10
97'-0"
05

1" CLR

TYP AT
DROP CAPS

8" VOID
TYP.

8" VOID
TYP.

19' - 10"

10232.023

S2.1

DATE

BOTTOM OF EXTERIOR GRADE
BEAM = TOP OF EXTERIOR PIER
ELEVATION (SEE PLAN)

VOID RETAINER, TYP.

24 / 10
97'-0"

VOID RETAINER, TYP.

07
S2.1

24 / 10
97'-0"

03

3/4" = 1'-0"

OCTOBER 29, 2013

06
S2.1

(3) #7 CONT. TOP AND BOTTOM
24 / 10
97'-0"

TYP
PERIMETER

24 / 10
97'-0"

TYP
CORNER

ISSUE

ISSUE FOR
CONSTRUCTION
5

SECTION AT CMU LEDGE

6"

8"

02

02

SECTION
3/4" = 1'-0"

01

8"

SHEET TITLE

MAINTENANCE
BUILDING PLAN
AND SECTIONS

6"

5

S2.1

SECTION

HKS PROJECT NUMBER

02

8" VOID
TYP.

2" CLR.

1' - 6"

PLAN NOTES:
1. SEE S2.2 FOR CONCRETE SLAB REINFORCING.

#4 TIES AT 12" O.C.

8" VOID
TYP.

BOTTOM OF EXTERIOR GRADE
BEAM = TOP OF EXTERIOR PIER
ELEVATION (SEE PLAN)

2" CLR.

2' - 4"

SLOPE TO DRAIN [ -1"]
TOP REINFORCING
SLOPES WITH SLAB

SEE S2.1/01

S2.1

8"

1" CLR

HOOK TOP BARS AT
EDGE OF SLAB, TYP.

BRICK LEDGE SEE
PLAN, OMIT AT DOOR
LOCATIONS SEE
ABOVE

4

Description

8"

6"

2' - 6"

PROVIDE 180 HOOK AS
REQ FOR LARGER BAR
SIZES

HOOK TOP BARS AT
EDGE OF SLAB, TYP.

PROVIDE 180 HOOK AS
REQ FOR LARGER BAR
SIZES

2' - 6"

No.

9"

\\Nt05\102\10232\AS-023
Maintenance-Building\Structural\Model\S_ElmForkMaintBldg_2014_CENTRAL.rvt
11/1/2013 2:06:06 PM

24 / 10
99'-0"

3/4" = 1'-0"

1

98625

I CE SED
N

TX FIRM F-2417

SECTION WHERE NO CMU LEDGE IS REQUIRED

04

L

VOID RETAINER, TYP.
8" VOID
TYP.

BOTTOM OF EXTERIOR GRADE
BEAM = TOP OF EXTERIOR PIER
ELEVATION (SEE PLAN)

VOID RETAINER, TYP.
8" VOID
TYP.

BOTTOM OF EXTERIOR GRADE
BEAM = TOP OF EXTERIOR PIER
ELEVATION (SEE PLAN)

11/1/13

6"

LEVEL 01 MAINTENANCE BUILDING
19' - 8"

1/4" = 1'-0"
D

20' - 4"
C

19' - 8"
B

SHEET NO.
A
COPYRIGHT 2013 HKS, INC.

S2.1

Date

NOTE:
1. RO = ROUGH OPENING IN WOOD
FRAMING, SIZE 1" LARGER TOTAL IN EACH
DIMENSION THAN WINDOW OR DOOR UNIT
SPECIFIED BY ARCH
2. ALL EXTERIOR CORNERS ARE BRACED
WALL LINES PER IBC.

JACK STUD, SILL, AND
INFILL STUDS TO
MATCH WALL STUD

07

(2) 2x6 MIN HEADER AT
EA OPENING 4'-3" SPAN
MAX (1 INSIDE FACE / 1
OUTSIDE FACE)

S2.3

WALL STUDS, TOP
AND BOT PLATES PER
SECTION

STRUCTURAL
OWNER
HUNT SPORTS GROUP, LLC
1601 ELM STREET, SUITE 4000
DALLAS, TX 75201

4' - 1"

2x8 RIDGE BOARD
CONNECT RAFTER EA SIDE
WITH?

RO

1' - 5"

4' - 1"
8' - 1"

RO

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
HKS, INC.
350 N ST. PAUL, SUITE 100
DALLAS, TX 75201-4240

4' - 4"

2x6 NO. 2 OR BETTER
RAFTER AT 16" OC
TRIM OVERHANG FOR
SOFFIT

ARCHITECT
HKS, INC.
350 N ST. PAUL, SUITE 100
DALLAS, TX 75201-4240

3' - 5"

RO

12
4

CIVIL ENGINEER
GRAHAM ASSOCIATES,, INC.
600 SIX FLAGS DRIVE, SUITE 500
ARLINGTON, TX 76011

8' - 0"
TYP EA CORNER, EA FACE

DOUBLE UP CEILING
JOISTS AT ATTIC
AHU EQUIPMENT

SIMPSON H2.5T TIE EVERY
OTHER RAFTER/WALL STUD NAIL
WITH (5) 8d NAILS EA FLANGE

2x4 ATTIC PONY WALL AT
TWO LOCATIONS

2x10 NO. 2 OR BETTER
CEILING JOIST AT 16"
OC LAP AT LOAD
BEARING INTERIOR
WALL. NAIL LAP WITH
(6) 16d NAILS

DOUBLE 2X6 CONT
TOP PLATE

NOTES:
1. ALL FRAMING SHALL COMPLY WITH THE CONVENTIONAL LIGHT
FRAME CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS OF IBC SECTION 2308.

MAX WALL HT

3. TYP CONNECTIONS NOT SHOWN SHALL BE PER IBC
FASTENING SCHEDULE TABLE 2304.9.1
EXTERIOR WALL SHEATHING
SEE ELEVATION

1

06

WOOD FRAMING ELEVATION
1/4" = 1'-0"

4. SPLICE CONT TOP PLATES BY OFFSETTING END JOINTS 48"
MIN AND NAILING EACH SIDE OF JOINT WITH (8) 16d NAILS

2X6 WALL FRAMING
AT 16" OC MAX

5. IF NEEDED TO ACCOMMODATE ACTUAL AHU EQUIP USED
INCREASE ROOF SLOPE FOR ADDITIONAL ATTIC SPACE.

AC

22' - 1"
14' - 0" MAX

SIMPSON H2.5T TIE EVERY
OTHER WALL STUD NAIL WITH
(5) 8d NAILS EA FLANGE

AB

AA

COLUMN

MIDDLE

COLUMN

MIDDLE

COLUMN

STRIP

STRIP

STRIP

STRIP

STRIP

CEILING JOIST SPAN
6' - 1"

2"x2"x1/4" PLATE WASHER
AT EACH ANCHOR BOLT
3"

INFILL BETWEEN SHEAR WALL
LOCATIONS WITH SHEATHING
AS SELECTED BY CONTRACTOR

2. ALL FRAMING HAS BEEN DESIGNED AS SOUTHERN PINE NO 3
STUDS, UNO.

1x FASCIA BOARD

10' - 0"

15/32" WALL SHEATHING SHEAR WALL
(PLYWOOD OR OSB) EA CORNER. NAIL TO
FRAMING WITH 8d NAILS AT 6" OC ALONG
EDGES AND 12" OC INTERIOR STUDS
PROVIDE BLOCKING AT ALL PANEL EDGES,
PROVIDE ANCHOR BOLTS AT EA END

PROVIDE (6) 16d NAILS
BETWEEN RAFTER AND
CEILING JOIST RAFTER TIE

ELM FORK ATHLETIC COMPLEX

2x BLOCKING BETWEEN
EACH CEILING JOIST/RAFTER

6' - 0"

6' - 0"

6' - 1"

2x4 INTERIOR LOAD
BEARING WALL AT 16"
MAX, BOTTOM SILL PT,
TOP SILL DOUBLE STUD

2X6 CONT PT SILL WITH 1/2"
ANCHOR BOLT AT 4'-0" OC

A1

STRUCTURED SLAB
ON VOID FORMS

#5T

#4T

#6T

#4T

#5T

6' - 1"

STRIP

COLUMN

7"

A1

#5T

#5B

#6T

#5B

#5T

#4T

#4B

#6T

#4B

#4T

#5B

#5B

#5B

#5B

#5B

#5T

#5T

#5B

#4T

#6T

#4T

#5B

#5T

6' - 1"

#5T

#6T

1/2" = 1'-0"

STRIP

07

WOOD FRAMING TYP OVERALL SECTION
COLUMN

1

STRIP

MIDDLE
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SUB-SLAB VENTING PILOT
TEST RESULTS
APPENDIX G

W&M Environmental Group, LLC (W&M Project No. 1513.001)

SUMMARY OF SUB-SLAB METHANE VENTING PILOT TEST RESULTS
ENCLOSED STRUCTURES AT ELM FORK ATHLETIC COMPLEX
WALNUT HILL LANE
DALLAS, TEXAS
Prepared by W&M Environmental Group, LLC
Plano, Texas
August 18, 2016
W&M Environmental Group, Inc. (W&M), on behalf of the City of Dallas and FC Dallas, completed a
pilot test to evaluate the potential for venting methane from beneath two fixed and occupied structures
located at the Elm Fork Athletic Complex/MoneyGram Soccer Park in Dallas, Texas (Site).
BACKGROUND
Two structures, a 5,600 square-foot (sf) maintenance building and 1,200 sf office structure, were
constructed over a landfilled area without methane mitigation. TCEQ is requiring the structures be
modified to incorporate systems to prevent the accumulation of methane gas.
Based upon a review of building construction details, it appears the slabs for each building are structural
slabs overlying a void space that was filled with cardboard carton forms to allow the slab to be
constructed. The design is predicated on the likely presence of air movement within the cardboard forms
sufficient to allow for a sub-slab depressurization system to be installed and vent any methane gas to the
building exterior. The pilot test included accessing the sub-slab space and drawing air from the void
using temporary fans, while monitoring the negative pressure induced in the void space using small
monitoring points set in the slabs installed at various distances from the suction points.
Site figures are attached depicting the Site conditions (Figure 1) and locations of venting points and
pressure monitoring points (Figures 2 and 3). Photographs of the Site and pilot test details are provided
in Attachment A.
PILOT TEST IMPLEMENTATION
The pilot test included the following tasks:
Vacuum Monitoring Points
Prior to test initiation, W&M accessed each building and installed vacuum monitoring points to observe if
the depressurization system is effective in venting the void space. The points were installed by drilling a
1.5-inch diameter hole through which a 5/8-inch brass Vapor Pin™ manufactured by Cox Colvin
Associates was installed (refer to photographs 4 and 5 in Attachment A). The vapor pins were finished
at grade with flush covers so as not to interfere with the use of the buildings. Three points designated VP1 through VP-3 were installed in the Administration Building, and six points (VP-4 through VP-9) in the
Maintenance Building. The locations of the points were spread across the building footprints to monitor
pressure drops across the entire footprint (refer to locations on Figures 2 and 3).
Foundation Penetrations
W&M subcontracted with Eagle Remediation & Demolition Services, LLC (Eagle) to excavate three
small holes adjacent to the building foundations to allow drilling and access to the sub-slab void space.
Two adjacent were located adjacent to the Maintenance Building and one adjacent to the Administration
Building. Prior to excavation on July 19, 2016, building and Site plans were reviewed to identify the
presence of utilities, and utilities in the area were cleared by contacting DigTess. The holes were
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approximately 2-3 feet deep to allow access for a horizontal concrete coring machine. At each location a
4-inch diameter core was made from the exterior through the foundation wall to the void space. The
position of the hole was selected based upon the thickness of the building slab as detailed on the plans (8
inches to 9 inches). Each hole was fitted with 4-inch Schedule 80 PVC piping and an elbow rising to
above exterior grade (refer to Photographs 6 through 10).
Depressurization Testing. After foundation penetration, Eagle returned to the Site on July 20, 2016 with
additional piping, valves and a portable blower fan to perform testing at each penetration. The fans were
turned on and flow was controlled via the in-line valves on the 4-inch PVC piping. W&M staff
monitored flow in the pipe using a pitot tube and pressure drops at the interior monitoring points using
digital manometers. Various rates of flow were tested to assess the fan size that will be suitable to vent the
void spaces. The flow valve was closed to different positions (e.g., 25%, 50%) to restrict the flow, and
actual venting rates were measured during each stage using the pitot tube. Photographs 11 through 14
were taken during pilot testing.
Field observations suggested that pressure drops at the monitoring points occurred very quickly,
suggesting unobstructed flow from the vent holes to the void space below the slab. The results of the
pilot test indicated that pressure drops across both building footprints could be achieved with nominal
blower speeds. A tabular summary of the results is provided below.
Table A: Results of Pilot Testing in Administration and Maintenance Buildings
Administration Building (Vent Hole #3)
Test
Stage

Remarks

Blower Flow
(ft3/min)

VP-1

VP-2

VP-3

I

Blower fan 100% Open

428

1.1

0.8

0.5

II

Blower fan 50% Open

382

0.6

0.6

0.5

III

Blower fan 25% Open

270

0.6

0.8

0.5

Maintenance Building (Vent Holes #1 and #2)
Test
Stage

Remarks

I

Pumping from Both Vent
Holes @ 25% Open

II

Pumping from VH #1 Only
@ 25% Open

Blower Flow
(ft3/min)

VP-4

VP-5

VP-6

VP-7

VP-8

VP-9

200 + 270 =
470

0.9

0.7

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.9

200

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.8

0.5

0.5

Methane values were measured in the discharge line at the end of key stages, typically after the fans had
been operating for 30-60 minutes. The methane readings are summarized below.
Vent Hole #1 (Maintenance Building East Wall)

282 ppm

Vent Hole #2 (Maintenance Building West Wall)

38.2 ppm

Vent Hole #3 (Admin Building West Wall)

10.1 ppm
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
DURING PILOT TEST
ATTACHMENT A
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Photo 1: East side of the Maintenance Building at location selected
for horizontal foundation penetration for vent test piping.

Photo 2: West side of Maintenance Building; far (northern) end of
this side of the building was selected for the horizontal foundation
penetration for the vent test piping.

Attachment A
Photographic Log
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Dallas, Texas
8/18/2016 Subchapter T Develop. Permit W&M Proj. No. 1513.001

Photo 3: Western exterior of Administration Building at location selected for horizontal foundation penetration for vent test pipe.

Photo 4: Drilling slab pressure monitoring points inside Maintenance
Building.

Attachment A
Photographic Log
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Dallas, Texas
8/18/2016 Subchapter T Develop. Permit W&M Proj. No. 1513.001

Photo 5: View of typical pressure monitoring point, designated “VP”
on drawings.

Photo 6: Concrete coring of foundation wall for pipe penetration to
sub-slab void.

Attachment A
Photographic Log
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Dallas, Texas
8/18/2016 Subchapter T Develop. Permit W&M Proj. No. 1513.001

Photo 7: Typical excavation for concrete coring access and resultant
penetration and recovered concrete core (~18” thick).

Photo 8: Coring of foundation wall at Maintenance Building.

Attachment A
Photographic Log
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Dallas, Texas
8/18/2016 Subchapter T Develop. Permit W&M Proj. No. 1513.001

Photo 9: Excavation for coring equipment and resultant foundation
penetration at Maintenance Building.

Photo 10: Photograph into typical penetration, evidence of deteriorated cardboard forms and resultant void.

Attachment A
Photographic Log
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Dallas, Texas
8/18/2016 Subchapter T Develop. Permit W&M Proj. No. 1513.001

Photo 11: Test vent piping and elbow from foundation penetration;
flow valve installed to control blower fan suction.

Photo 12: Typical vent test setup with piping, valve and flexible conduit to blower fan.

Attachment A
Photographic Log
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Dallas, Texas
8/18/2016 Subchapter T Develop. Permit W&M Proj. No. 1513.001

Photo 13: Vent test underway at Maintenance Building.

Photo 14: Backfilled hole and venting pipe awaiting connection to
permanent blower fan.

Attachment A
Photographic Log
Elm Fork Athletic Complex
Dallas, Texas
8/18/2016 Subchapter T Develop. Permit W&M Proj. No. 1513.001
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NOTICE OF REAL PROPERTY RECORDS
REGARDING LAND WHICH OVERLIES
A CLOSED MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILL

30 TAC §330.962

In accordance with the provision of Chapter 361, Subchapter R, Health and Safety Code and the rules of the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality Published in Subchapter T, "Use of Land Over Closed Municipal Solid Waste
Landfills" (30 TAC, Sections 330.951-330.964)(the "TCEQ Rules") requiring the preparation and filing of a Notice
to Real Property Records of Dallas County, Texas, with respect to land overlying a closed municipal solid waste
landfill; The City of Dallas, the undersigned owner (the "Owner") of the land (the "Land") described in Exhibit "A"
below and incorporated herein by reference does hereby state the following:

I.

Prior Use of the Land or Tract as a Municipal Solid Waste Landfill.
Previous environmental and geotechnical studies and investigations performed for the L a n d

indicate that

the Land previously was used as a landfill. Based on review of historical documents, it appears the Land was
used as a landfill in the timeframe 1960's through 1970's. The I 4 0. 7 3 2 acre property was partially
developed between 20 II and 2014 with the construction of a soccer park that includes 19 soccer fields, two
irrigation pump houses, two concession stands with open air bathrooms, a maintenance building, and an office
building. The two enclosed structures (maintenance building and office building) were constructed in 2014 and
consist of pier supported concrete slab buildings with approximate sizes of 5,000 square feet (maintenance
building) and 1,300 square foot office building. A void space occupied by cardboard forms was utilized beneath
the slabs in order to limit potential foundation movements associated with movement of the underlying soils. It
is anticipated that the buildings will continue to be utilized for maintenance and office purposes in the future.
2.

LegalDescription of the Portion of the Land or Tract that Contains a Closed Municipal Solid Waste
Landfill (the "CMSWLF")

Exbjhit A- WHEREAS, The City ofDallas is the owner of a 140.732 acre tract of land situated in the J.L.
Hunt Survey, Abstract No. 588 and the William Babbett Survey, Abstract No. 155,Dallas County, Texas; said
tract being all of that parcel of land described in WarrantyDeeds to the City ofDallas recorded in Instrument
Number 20070387885, and all of that tract of land described in Notice of Lis Pendens of Cause No. cc-1002807-a to the City ofDallas recorded in Instrument No. 201000124957, both of the Official Public Records
Dallas County Texas (OPRDCT). and all of those parcels described by Warranty Deeds to the City ofDallas
recorded in Volume 2005053, Page 9298, Volume 2004224, Page 12443 and Volume 2005011, Page 8885,
OPRDCT, and a portion of Spangler Road {no deed of record found).
3.

Provisions with Respect toDevelopment or Lease of this Property
Provisions with respect to development or lease of this Land exist in the Health and Safety Code, Chapter 361
Subchapter R, and the TCEQ Rules.

4.

Name of Owner
ATTEST

City ofDallas
1500 Marilla St., Suite 6FN
Dallas, TX 75201

'

1 o -z-3 r'E?
·

Date

·

.

'
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/

NOTICE 1/3

NOTICE TO BUYERS, LESSEES, AND OCCUPANTS
REGARDING LAND WHICH OVERLIES
A CLOSED MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE LANDFILL
30 TAC §330.963

Property Location:

2150 Walnut Hill Lane, Dallas, Texas

Property Owner:

City of Dallas

Lessee:

All Future Lessees

30 lAC §330.963Cal

-

Notjce Preparatjon

Property Owner is notifying Lessee that a Notice to Real Property Records indicating that
the subject property was previously used as a landfill has been filed.

30 lAC

§330.963Cbl Notjficatjop

-

Property Owner is notifying Lessee of the following:

I. The Land upon which the building located at Property Location previously was used as
a landfi II, which has the potential to generate methane gas, which can pose a safety
hazard in enclosed structures in the presence of an ignition source.

2.

The

encIosed

equipped with

structu res

Iocated

on

the

S ite

have

been

methane sensors, which will sound an audible alatm in the event

methane levels within the building exceed the regulatory action limit of 20 percent of
the lower explosive limit of methane in air or one percent concentration.

The

Property Owner will provide the Lessee with the procedures to be followed in the
event of an alatm event.

ATTE9Q'
By
Date

•

•

(,/J,IJJW�

SITE OPERATING PLAN
(30 TAC §330.957(s))
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APPENDIX J
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Submitted by:
FCD MANAGEMENT, LLC
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Prepared By:
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1.0

SITE OPERATING PLAN (§330.957(S))

In accordance with Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Title 30, Subchapter T, the development permit
application includes a Site Operating Plan as set forth in §330.957(s).
1.1

Introduction

The 140.732-acre property was partially developed between 2011 and 2014 with the construction of a
soccer park that includes 19 soccer fields, two irrigation pump houses, two concession stands with open
air bathrooms, a maintenance building, and an office building. The two enclosed structures were
constructed in 2014 and consist of pier supported concrete slab buildings with approximate sizes of 5,000
square feet (maintenance building) and 1,300 square-foot office building. Photographs of the two
buildings are provided as an attachment to this Plan.
A void space occupied by cardboard forms was utilized beneath the slabs in order to limit potential
foundation movements associated with movement of the underlying soils. It is anticipated that the
buildings will continue to be utilized for maintenance and office purposes in the future.
Underground utilities, including municipal water, municipal waste water, and a storm drainage system,
service the property. Electric service is provided by underground lines.
1.1.1

Future Use of Property

The Owner has given FC Dallas permission to be an occupant of the property. Anticipated uses of the
property are for continued use as a soccer facility with maintenance building and offices.
No additional property improvements are anticipated in the future. No below grade excavation or
improvements are proposed for this development permit. Should the Property owner need to disturb
building slabs or pavement in the known vicinity of waste in a manner that would be deemed to disturb a
final cover, a request for authorization will be submitted to the TCEQ in accordance with the procedures
outlined in §330.960. Further, waste that may be exhumed during such activities will be handled in
accordance with the waste management procedures described in Appendix G.
1.2

On-Site Equipment (§330.957(s)(1))

§330.957(s)(1) requires a description, including size, type, and function, of the equipment to be utilized at
the structures other than monitoring equipment. The buildings will continue to be used for maintenance
and office purposes. It is anticipated that on-Site equipment will include computers, coffee makers,
refrigerators, HVAC, lighting, microwave ovens, miscellaneous electrical appliances, printing and
copying equipment, and other general office and commercial equipment, along with electrical outlets,
lighting including but not limited to tenant equipment as part of normal course of tenant’s business.
There will also be commercial landscaping equipment that will be stored within the maintenance building.
1.3

Site Operations (§330.957(s)(2))

§330.957(s)(2) requires a detailed description of the procedures that the operating personnel shall follow
to utilize the equipment. Based on the type of equipment listed in Section 1.2, above, no non-standard
operating procedures are or will be required. The owner and occupant are responsible for individual
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utilization of the respective equipment in a manner that is consistent with standard operating procedures
and in a safe manner.
1.4

Implementation (§330.957(s)(3))

The plan to implement and maintain the operational requirements, as specified in §330.961 of the
development permit application, will be followed.
All pertinent documents relating to the operation of the facility including the development permit,
Structures Gas Monitoring Plan, Safety and Evacuation Plan, and other associated documents and plans
shall be considered part of the operating record and will be maintained on-Site in the office building
located at 2200 West Walnut Hill Lane, Dallas, Texas 75229.
Landfill gas shall be monitored in accordance with the Structures Gas Monitoring Plan described in
§330.957(t). On-Site structures overlying landfill waste shall be equipped with continuous methane gas
sensors to monitor methane accumulations within building interiors. Placement and operation of the
sensors is described within the Structures Gas Monitoring Plan (Appendix K).
All records associated with maintenance and calibration of methane sensors, results from gas monitoring
activities, and all other recordkeeping requirements set forth in §330.961(h) will be maintained within the
Site operating record for the facility.
1.5

Documents (§330.961(a)(1))

All pertinent documents relating to the operation of the facility including the development permit
application, the Site Operating Plan, Closure Plan, Structures Gas Monitoring Plan, Safety and
Evacuation Plan, and as-built drawings and specifications shall be considered part of the operating record
and shall be maintained at the on-Site office building located at 2150 West Walnut Hill Lane, Dallas,
Texas 75229.
1.6

Operating Record (§330.961(a)(2))

The owner will retain the operating record for the life of the structure.
1.7

Deviation from the Development Permit (§330.961(a)(3))

Any significant deviation from the development permit application or plans will require notification of the
Executive Director of TCEQ. Lease agreements and ownership transactions will include a notice of the
existing development permit and the requirement of TCEQ notification. Approval by the Executive
Director of TCEQ will be obtained prior to implementing changes to the Site and deviations from this
permit application.
1.8

Reporting and Recordkeeping (§330.961(a)(4))

The owner shall notify the TCEQ of any incident involving the facility relative to the development
permit, including any recommended remediation of the incident.
Copies of correspondence and responses regarding development permit, gas monitoring equipment
maintenance, and other related activities will be maintained in the Site operating record.
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Documents relating to the operation and maintenance of buildings, the property, or monitoring systems as
they relate to development permit requirements will be maintained in the Site operating record.
1.9

Landfill Gas Control (§330.961(b)(1))

Landfill gas shall be monitored in accordance with the Structures Gas Monitoring Plan pursuant to
(§330.957(t)) and located Appendix C.
1.9.1

Equipment for Landfill Gas Monitoring (§330.961(b)(1)(A))

The structure shall be equipped with devices to monitor methane accumulations within the building.
1.9.3

On-Site Monitoring (§330.961(b)(1)(B))

Monitoring of the on-Site structure will include a continuous monitoring system.
1.9.4

Continuous Monitoring (§330.961(b)(1)(C))

Landfill gas shall be monitored in accordance with the Structures Gas Monitoring Plan described in
(§330.957(t)).
1.9.5

Monitored Areas (§330.961(b)(1)(D))

Continuous methane gas monitors will be installed within each enclosed structure including the
maintenance building and the office building. The gas monitors will be placed in locations where gas
accumulation is possible including enclosed rooms, within restrooms, utility penetration locations, and in
the vicinity of ignition sources.
1.10

Sampling for Methane (§330.961(b)(2)(A))

The on-Site structure will be monitored continuously utilizing plug-in style continuous monitoring
devices with digital display output. Additionally, the building will be monitored on a monthly basis
utilizing a hand held instrument capable of reading the lower explosive limit within air. Monthly
monitoring will continue until a monitoring variance is approved by the TCEQ.
All monthly monitoring results shall be placed in the operating record of the Site in accordance with
§330.125(b)(3) and be made available for inspection by the Executive Director, and the City of Dallas
Fire Department. If methane gas levels exceeding the limits specified in §330.961(b)(1)(C) are detected,
the owner shall notify the Executive Director and take action in accordance with §330.371(c) of this title.
As referenced above, if methane concentrations are below explosive limits after an appropriate period of
time, the owners of the building may request a reduction of monitoring. The reduction of monitoring will
only be reduced upon written approval by the TCEQ.
1.11

Record keeping Requirements/Maintenance of Files (§330.961(h)(1))

The owner will promptly record and retain in the operating record the following information:
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1.11.1 Gas Monitoring (§330.961(h)(1)(A))
All results from gas monitoring and any mitigation plans pertaining to control of landfill gas will be
maintained in the operating record.
1.11.2 Unit Design Documentation (§330.961(h)(1)(B))
All unit design documentation for the placement of gas monitoring systems or disposal related to the
CMSWLF will be maintained in the operating record.
1.11.3 Correspondence (§330.961(h)(1)(C))
Copies of all correspondence and responses relating to the development permit will be maintained in the
operating record.
1.11.4 Operation and Maintenance (§330.961(h)(1)(D))
All documents relating to the operation and maintenance of the building, Site, or monitoring systems as
they relate to the development permit will be maintained in the operating record.
1.11.5 Other Documents (§330.961(h)(1)(E))
Any other document(s) as specified by the approved development permit or by the Executive Director
will be maintained in the operating record.
1.12

Written Notification (§330.961(h)(2))

The property owner will provide written notification to the Executive Director and any local pollution
agency with jurisdiction that has requested to be notified, for each occurrence where documents listed in
§330.961(h) are placed into or added to the operating record, including:





Results of gas monitoring and any remediation plans pertaining to explosive gases.
Unit design documentation for the placement of gas monitoring systems and leachate or gas
condensate removal or disposal.
Correspondence related to development permit.
Documents related to operation and maintenance of the building monitoring systems, as related to
the development permit.

Information maintained in the operating record will be furnished upon request to the Executive Director
and will be made available at all reasonable times for inspection by the Executive Director or applicable
local regulating agencies, as required by §330.961(h)(2).
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Photo 1: Typical view of training room located within office building.

Photo 2: Typical bathroom within office building.
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Photo 3: Typical office within the office building.

Photo 4: Photograph of equipment storage within the maintenance
building.
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Photo 5: Photograph of break room located within the maintenance
building.

Photo 6: Typical bathroom within the maintenance building.
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Photo 7: Photograph of typical sink located within bathroom within
the maintenance building.

Photo 8: Photograph of office within the maintenance building.
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Photo 9: Photograph of storage area within the maintenance building.

Photo 10: Photograph of equipment storage area located within the
maintenance building.
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1.0

GENERAL (§330.957(T)(1))

In accordance with Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Title 30, Chapter 330, §330.957(t) (Subchapter T),
the Development Permit application includes a Structures Gas Monitoring Plan (SGMP). The purpose of
the SGMP is to document the procedures that FC Dallas (Occupant) and the City of Dallas (Owner) are to
follow to ensure that potential methane gas concentrations in enclosed structures do not exceed one
percent of the volumetric concentration in the air (20 percent of the Lower Explosive Limit [LEL] of
methane). Additionally this SGMP will document how the Occupant/Owner is to comply with the
requirements of 30 TAC §330.957(t).
For the Administration and Maintenance Buildings, an active sub-slab ventilation system has been
designed to remove methane from the crawl space beneath the building slab. The system consists of 3inch diameter PVC pipes that penetrate the foundation wall and extract gas from the crawl space beneath
each structure. The pipes are connected to a 150 CFM in-line ventilation fan that exhausts gases to the
atmosphere above the roof line. Two such fans are recommended for the 5,000 sf Maintenance Building,
and one for the smaller 1,200 sf Administration Building. The fans can run continuously or be set on
timers to run periodically to maintain a methane-free atmosphere in the structure.
A methane detection system meeting the minimum standards outlined in Subchapter T will be installed by
an appropriately qualified representative in the Administration and Maintenance Buildings. Automatic
methane gas monitors will be positioned throughout the maintenance building including the break room,
bathrooms, and offices, and within individual spaces within the office building in sufficient quantity and
quality to measure landfill gas that poses a risk to human health and safety.
The two pump houses are seldom occupied and have sidewall vents and a venting space at the eaves. We
recommend the placement of one 12-inch turbine ventilator on each roof to further enhance the exhaust of
potential accumulating methane vapors.
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2.0

2.1

REQUIREMENTS FOR STRUCTURES GAS MONITORING PLAN (SGMP)
(§330.957(t)(2))

Site Characteristics (§330.957(t)(2)(A))f

The 140.732-acre property was partially developed between 2011 and 2014 with the construction of a
soccer park that includes 19 soccer fields, two irrigation pump houses, two concession stands with open
air bathrooms, a maintenance building, and an office building. The two enclosed structures were
constructed in 2014 and consist of pier supported concrete slab buildings with approximate sizes of 5,000
square feet (maintenance building) and 1,200 square-foot office building. A void space occupied by
cardboard forms was utilized beneath the slabs in order to limit potential foundation movements
associated with movement of the underlying soils.
Prior to its development with the soccer park, the Site was vacant land that was part of City of Dallas
landfill. Previously installed borings and aerial photography indicate the Site likely was subjected to
landfilling in the past between the late 1960’s through the late 1970’s. The Site is currently covered by
the soccer facilities (fields, concessions, bathrooms, and maintenance and office buildings), roads, and
parking areas.
Underground utilities, including municipal water and waste water, service the property. Electric service
is provided via underground lines.
According to pre-construction drawings, the maintenance building and office building consist of pier
supported concrete slab that qualify as enclosed structures.
2.1.1

Future Use of Property

The property will be used as a soccer complex for the anticipated future. The on-Site buildings will be
utilized for equipment and field maintenance purposes, and for office purposes.
No additional property improvements are anticipated at this time. No below grade excavation or
improvements are proposed for this development permit.
2.1.2

Nature and Age of Waste and Potential to Generate Landfill Gas

The property is a portion of the former Walnut Hill Lane Landfill, previously operated by the City of
Dallas. The landfill appears to have operated from approximately the late 1960's through the late 1970's.
Based on the historical information for the Site, it has been concluded that the entire Site was historically
used as a landfill or for disposal of waste intermixed with soil fill, and that the buildings are built upon the
fill material.
2.1.2.1

Field Screening of Structure for Methane Gas

Field screening for methane gas was conducted by W&M Environmental Group, LLC (W&M) in
September 2015. For the screening, methane gas readings were taken within the structures at an
approximate frequency of one reading for each 20 foot by 20 foot section of concrete floor slab, as well as
screening performed along any cracks or subsurface openings within the floor slab.
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The screening was performed using a gas meter capable of detecting methane at levels in relation to the
20 percent of the lower explosive limit (LEL) regulatory action limit for methane inside of enclosed
structures. Screening was performed at floor level, or with the tip of the sampling tube near the top of any
floor crack or joint. No significant cracks were noted within the buildings. The only potential migration
pathway appeared to be an oil-water separator that is located within the maintenance building.
Screening did not indicate the presence of methane in air at a concentration above 20 percent of the LEL
(1% by volume).
2.1.2.2

Potential of the Waste to Generate Gas

The landfill appears to have operated from approximately the late 1960's through approximately 1978.
Aerial photographs indicate the landfill may have been constructed as a trench type fill with trenches
oriented north-south. Based on previously drilled geotechnical borings, the thickness of waste appears to
be range from approximately 7.5 to 18 feet. Additionally, a constructed bottom liner does not appear to
be present. The thickness of cover overlying the waste ranges from 3 to 10 feet. Previous geotechnical
reports that the landfill waste consists of wood debris and house-hold type trash including wood, plastic,
paper, metal, and glass. A methane gas survey completed by Reed Engineering Group, Ltd. (Reed) on
September 25, 1998, indicated the presence of methane in concentrations ranging from 5% to 60% by
volume. In a 2005 geotechnical report, landfill gas was found to be present within several probes. There
are no permanent landfill gas monitoring probes. Since this landfill has been closed since 1980, landfill
gas generation is expected to be low.
2.1.3

Buried Utilities

Various utilities have been completed for the development to serve the needs of the park. Water and
sanitary sewer lines are included as Figure 7 of the Development Permit Application. All waste and
sanitary sewers lines that were constructed over landfill areas are dual contained pipe with dual cement
modified embedment for increased stability. Development plans indicate that the double encasement was
conducted to within 5 feet of each of the enclosed structures. Irrigation lines provide water to the park
landscape features. All utilities were constructed within the final cover or outside the waste.
2.1.3.1

Easements

A 15-foot wide utility easement is present at the Site along the north property boundary (adjacent to West
Walnut Hill Lane). A variable width water and sanitary sewer easement traverses the central portion of
the property in an east-west direction, and the northwestern portion of the property in a north-south
direction. A copy of the survey for the Site is provided as Appendix A of the Development Permit
Application.
2.1.4

Routes of Entry of Gas into Structures

If methane gas were to enter into the enclosed structure it is most likely to occur at slab penetrations.
Based on anecdotal evidence provided by the Hunt Sports Group, who designed the complex, the
buildings were constructed with a 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier beneath each of the enclosed
buildings. No significant cracks were noted within either building. Field screening for methane gas did
not indicate the presence of methane at concentrations exceeding 20% of the LEL in air in any portion of
either building.
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2.1.5

Identification of Ignition Sources

Electrical outlets, heating elements, appliances, trucks, lawn mowers, and other electrical and mechanical
equipment are located throughout the two enclosed buildings. Additionally, two aboveground storage
tanks containing diesel and gasoline are located on the exterior of the maintenance building. The above
referenced potential ignition sources could potentially ignite if methane gas was present at levels
exceeding the LEL.
2.1.6

Occupancy

Building occupancy will vary depending on the time of day and day of week. Employees and patrons are
estimated to be less than 10 persons at any one time, although no limits on occupancy are proposed for
this plan.
2.1.7

Depth of Final Cover over Waste

Previous investigations at the property indicate that the depth of final cover over waste materials ranges
from 3 feet to greater than 10 feet.
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3.0

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF STRUCTURES (§330.957(T)(2)(B))

The enclosed structures consist of pier supported concrete slab buildings with approximate sizes of 5,000
square feet (maintenance building) and 1,200 square foot (office building). A void space occupied by
cardboard forms was utilized beneath the slabs in order to limit potential foundation movements
associated with movement of the underlying soils. According to the contractor, a plastic vapor barrier
was placed below the concrete floor foundations.
The pump houses consist of small structures with concrete slabs with sidewall fans and venting at the
eaves.
3.1

Ventilation System (§330.957(t)(2)(C))

No landfill gas ventilation system was installed beneath the foundations during original construction.
Some ventilation within the existing maintenance building is provided by overhead doors installed in the
side of the maintenance area of the maintenance building. Ventilation into the enclosed areas of the
maintenance building and the office building is provided by electric air conditioning systems. Ventilation
will occur concurrent with the heating and cooling of the enclosed structures.
In order to provide positive venting beneath the entire structure, we propose to install sub-slab venting
systems that tap into the void space via the foundation wall and create a small vacuum on the crawl space
by way of a small in-line fan. The fan will vent exhaust gases harmlessly to the roof line and will run
continuously. As described in the Sub-Slab Pilot Test Venting Report, two fans are recommended for the
5,000 square–foot Maintenance Building, and one for the 1,200 square-foot Administration Building.
The two pump houses are seldom occupied and have sidewall vents and a venting space at the eaves. We
recommend the placement of one 12-inch turbine ventilator on each roof to further enhance the exhaust of
potential accumulating methane vapors.
3.2

Gas Monitoring System and Equipment (§330.957(t)(2)(D))

Continuous methane gas sensors will be installed in the interior offices for the future operations. A plan
of the building interior layout and the proposed gas monitor locations is shown on Figure C-1, as
included in this appendix. As demonstrated on the figure, gas monitors will be used throughout the
enclosed office space, including placement in bathrooms and break areas. Gas monitors are not proposed
for the portion of the maintenance building where overhead doors exist, as this area can be ventilated to
the outside by large doors in the exterior of the building.
Gas monitoring equipment will be checked for calibration and operation on an annual basis, and repairs or
replacements will be made on an as-needed basis. A record of the maintenance will be maintained in the
Site operating record.
Safe-T-Alert Model 40-411A continuous gas sensors (or similar) are proposed for continuous monitoring
of the on-Site structures. The units operate off 120 VAC and shall be configured to trigger a minimum 85
dB alarm if the volumetric concentration of methane in air exceeds a maximum of one percent by volume
(20 percent of the LEL). Manufacturer’s literature for the Safe-T-Alert sensor is included as Appendix
C.1. The units will be tested and calibrated in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.
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3.3

Implementation (§330.957(t)(2)(E))

Several continuous gas-sensing monitors have been installed within the enclosed structures. Additional
units are to be added within additional closed areas as identified on the Figure C-1.
Once the development permit is issued, we anticipate implementing the approved structure gas venting
and monitoring components within 90 days. This will include installing and wiring sub-slab ventilation
fans on the two main structures, installing turbine fans on the pump houses, and installing additional
methane monitoring equipment within the buildings.
3.4

Landfill Gas Sampling and Analysis Plan (§330.957(t)(2)(F))

A methane gas survey was completed at the Site by Reed Engineering Group, Inc. (Reed) in 1998.
Additional landfill gas sampling and analysis has not taken place since that sampling event and is not
anticipated as part of this development permit.
3.5

Results of Laboratory Analysis of Gas Samples (§330.957(t)(2)(G))

A methane gas survey, consisting of 15 sample locations, was performed at the subject on September 25,
1998 by Reed. Methane value measurements were collected from areas coincident with proposed
structures, parking lot, and open areas at that time.
According to the Subchapter T Permit Application submitted by Reed on behalf of M Entertainment, the
investigation was performed by preparing a series of one-inch diameter bar-hole probes to depths ranging
between 5.5 to 11 feet below ground surface, placing the sample depth within the zone of the waste mass.
A direct push drill rig was used to advance the bar-hole. A length of 1/4-inch copper tubing, attached to a
GasTech Model NP-204 Dual Range Natural Gas Indicator, was placed into the open probe hole. The
volumetric percent of methane in the soil gas was read directly from the gas indicator.
The gas survey revealed the presence of methane in all probe locations. The volumetric percentage of
methane ranged from 5% to 60%. A composite landfill gas sample was collected from gas sample probes
completed within the footprint of the proposed clubhouse and maintenance barn at that time. The sample
probes consisted of a ten foot length of copper tubing placed into a prepared probe hole. The lower six
feet of the tubing was perforated and a sand filter pack was placed around the perforations. The
remaining annular space above the perforations was filled with bentonite.
The composite gas sample consisted of 1 part from the proposed barn and 2 parts from the proposed
clubhouse. The sample was collected into an evacuated SUMMA canister equipped with a metering
orifice. The gas sample was submitted for analysis to GD Air Testing Inc., Richardson, Texas. The
sample was analyzed for light hydrocarbons and fixed gases by ASTM 1945, volatile organics by EPA
Method T0-14, sulfur gases and mercaptans by GC/MS, hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and water vapor.
Results of the analytical assessment of the landfill gas revealed low percentages of light hydrocarbons,
while the percentage of methane was quantified at 39.3 percent. Analysis by EPA Method T0-14 tested
for 40 volatile organic compounds. Of these, nine compounds were quantified. They include benzene,
chlorobenzene, dichlorotetrafluoroethane, ethylbenzene, toluene, 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene,
trichlorotrifluoroethane, m&p- xylenes, and o-xylene. The concentration of non-methane organic
compounds was quantified at 58.8 ppm. The analysis for sulfur gases identified carbon disulfide. No
mercaptans were detected. Hydrogen sulfide and ammonia were not detected.
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Table 1 is a summary of the detected compounds.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS
DETECTED LANDFILL GAS ANALYTES
Fixed Gases
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Methane
Carbon Dioxide

6.6%
31.0%
39.3%
23.0%
Light Gases
1240 ppmv
0.899 ppmv
1.8 ppmv

Ethane
Pentane
Hexane/Hexene
Constituent
Benzene
Chlorobenzene
Dichlorotetrafluoroethane
Ethylbenzene
Toluene
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene
Trichlorotrifluoroethane
m&p-Xylenes
o-Xylenes
NMOC
Carbon Disulfide

VOCs
ppbv
252
181
296
254
39.8
81.9
262
43.4
23.7
58.8
Mercaptans and other Sulfur Gases
104
Ammonia
Ammonia

Ug/cu M
804
834
2069
1101
150
403
2008
188
103
207,000
323
<1.00 ppm

% Moisture
% Moisture
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Figure C-1
Methane Sensor Location Plan
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Figure C2
Methane Sensor Location Plan
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ALARM MUTE

SPECIFICATIONS

This feature is activated by pressing the TEST/MUTE
button when the detector is in alarm. 1. The Red LED will
continue flash and the alarm will beep every 30 seconds,
until the gas level has dropped to a safe level then,
2.
The LED will flash Green until the end of the Mute cycle
and/or, 3. Return to Red and beep 4 times if high gas levels
return before the end of the mute cycle, then, 4. Return to
normal (solid Green) or resound the alarm in approximately 2
minutes if dangerous levels of gas remain in the area.
MALFUNCTION ALARM
The microprocessor will activate the malfunction alarm
when it detects a fault in the detectors operation. The LED
will alternately flash Red and Green, while the sounder
beeps once every 15 seconds. The Reset switch will not
function. REMOVE THE DETECTOR IMMEDIATELY AND
RETURN IT FOR REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT.

LOW POWER OPERATION
This detector will operate normally down to 102 vAC. Do
not operate this detector below 102 vAC.

TROUBLE SHOOTING GUIDE
PROBLEM

CAUSE/SOLUTION

NO LED

1. FAULTY POWER CONNECTIONS,
REVERSE POLARITY, BAD OR
MISSING FUSE OR DEAD BATTERY.

NO SOUND IN TEST

1. DEFECTIVE RETURN IMMEDIATELY
1. DEFECTIVE RETURN IMMEDIATELY

NO RED LED IN TEST
ALARMS AFTER
WARM UP WITH
NO GAS PRESENT
RED/GREEN LED
CONSTANT ALARM
NO RESET

1. CONTAMINATED SENSOR FROM AN
EXTENDED STORAGE PERIOD. PRESS
RESET
1. DEFECTIVE RETURN IMMEDIATELY

LED AND SOUNDER SIGNALS
Color

Detector Operation

Sounder

Yellow Flashing Warm Up Cycle
Off
Solid Green
Normal
Off
Flashing Red
Alarm
Continuous
Flashing Green Mute Cycle
Off
Flashing Red
In Mute Cycle
Beep Every 30
Seconds Red/Green
Malfunction 2 Beeps Every
Alternating
15 Seconds

POWER SUPPLY
OPERATIONAL VOLTAGE
NOMINAL CURRENT DRAW

120 vAC 60 Hz
102 to 132 vAC
3.8 Watts @ 120 VAC

OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE
RELATIVE HUMIDITY

-31O F to 150o F
-35o C to 66o C
15% to 93%

AUDIBLE ALARM
VISUAL ALARM
VISUAL MALFUNCTION ALARM

85 db @ 10 feet
Blinking Red LED
Alternating Red/Green LED

ALARM TRIGGER
CONFIRMATION CIRCUIT

< 25% of the LEL of
Propane and Methane
8 Seconds

CASE MATERIAL
Flame Rating

5.5” x 3.5” x 1.40”
Geon 3700
94 5V

WARRANTY

3 Year Limited

TESTING LABORATORY
STANDARD

Underwriters Laboratories
UL 1484 Rev.2 Gas Detectors
For Residential/RV Use

shipping prepaid, to: MTI Industries, Inc. 31632 N. Ellis Dr.
#301 Volo, IL 60073 Customer Service Number: 800-383-0269
E-Mail info@mtiindustries.com www.mtiindustries.com
© 2001 MTI

LIMITED WARRANTY
LIMITED PRODUCTS WARRANTY
MTI INDUSTRIES, INC. Warrants to the original purchaser that
this detector will be free from defects of material or workmanship
for a period of three (3) years. If proven to have been defective in
original materials or workmanship and returned, delivery costs
prepaid, MTI INDUSTRIES, INC. will repair or replace this
product free of charge.
LIMITS OF WARRANTY
Repair or replacement is your exclusive remedy under this limited
warranty or any other warranty (including any implied warranty of
merchantability for a particular purpose). Any and all implied
warranties or merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose
shall be limited to the warranty period from the original date of
purchase. MT I INDUSTRIES, INC., its dealers and distributors
shall in no case be responsible or in any way liable for any
incidental or consequential damages for any reason. Some states do
not allow the limitation or exclusion of incidental or consequential
damages, or allow limitations on how long an implied warranty
lasts, so the above limitations may not apply to you. This
warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other
rights which may vary from state to state.
WARRANTY RETURN POLICY

Warning-opening this product for any reason voids the
warranty. There are no user serviceable parts in this case. No
product will be accepted for repair or replacement without an
authorization number (RA). RA numbers may only be issued by
MTI or authorized distributors. To return products under
warranty: Pack the detector carefully in a padded container.
Include the RA number, an explanation of the problem, the
original dated sales receipt, and your return address. Send,

INDUSTRIES, INC.

SAFE-T-ALERT TM

BY MTI INDUSTRIES

PROPANE/METHANE GAS DETECTOR
MODEL 40-411A

USER’S MANUAL
IMPORTANT
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
This manual contains important information.
Purchasers who install this detector for use by others
must leave this manual with the owner.
Do not throw out.
Manual # 4096-4

U LISTED
L
R

SINGLE STATION PROPANE/METHANE DETECTOR
FILE NO. 151449

IMPORTANT: Always follow the operation and safety
instructions of the gas appliance manufacturer.
IMPORTANT: Failure to follow the installation
instructions may void the warranty.

!

WARNING

THIS DETECTOR WILL NOT OPERATE DURING A POWER
FAILURE. DO NOT INSTALL TO A WALL SWITCHED
CONTROLLED OUTLET.
SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE
SAFE-T-ALERT TM GAS DETECTORS

Your Safe-T-Alert TM gas detector uses the latest
microprocessor technology. This detector has been tested
and listed as a Propane and Methane (Natural Gas)
detector. Other explosive gases detected but not tested by
Underwriters Laboratories include Acetone, Alcohol,
Butane, Gasoline all of which you may have in your home.
To prevent false alarms from brief “puffs” of explosive
gases the detector has a short recheck cycle before
alarming. If high levels of explosive gases remain after
recheck the detector will alarm.

.
POWER SUPPLY....................................120 vAC 60Hz

! WARNING

• Clean the detector cover when dirty. Hand wash
using a cloth dampened in clean water. Dry with a
soft cloth.

1. Determine the proper installation location (SEE WHERE
TO AND WHERE NOT TO INSTALL GAS DETECTOR

• DO NOT SPRAY CLEANING AGENTS OR
WAXES directly onto the front panel. This action
may damage the sensor and cause the detector to
malfunction.

2. Remove the cover plate screw, plug the transformer into
the outlet and fasten it to the wall plate using the wall plate
screw.

LIMITATIONS OF
PROPANE/METHANE GAS DETECTORS
THIS DETECTOR will not work without power.
Examples causing no power are: an open circuit
breaker, a faulty power line connection, an open main
breaker.
This detector will only indicate the presence of
propane or methane gas at the sensor. Explosive
gas may be present in other areas.

SECTION)

3. Fasten the detector to the wall using the two screw holes
located on the front of the case. Reconnect the power
supply. Coil any loose wire to prevent tripping.
OPERATION

WHERE TO INSTALL THIS GAS DETECTOR This gas
detector is approved for installation in homes. This detector
is detector should be located near sources of a potential
gas leak. Some examples are a furnace, water heater,
stove/oven. If potential sources of gas leaks are in two or
more separated areas, MTI recommends installing a
detector in each area.

POWER ON Warm Up: When power is first applied the
Yellow LED will flash for 3 minutes while the detector is
warming up. At the end of that time the LED will turn Green
indicating full operation. If the detector has detected unsafe
levels of gas it will immediately go into alarm. CautionThis detector cannot alarm during the 3 minute warm up
cycle.

This detector may not be heard. The alarm loudness
is designed to meet or exceed regulatory standards,
however, the alarm may not be heard if detectors are
located in remote locations or behind closed doors. The
alarm may not be heard by persons who are hard of
hearing.

CAUTION: Propane is heavier than air if the detector is
being used for propane gas the detector should be installed
within 4 to 20 inches from the floor.

TESTING

This detector is not smoke or fire detector, it is not
suitable as a smoke or fire detector.

WHERE NOT TO INSTALL THIS GAS DETECTOR

CAUTION: Methane is lighter than air and the detector
should be installed within 6 inches from the ceiling or on
the ceiling at least 12 inches from a wall.

•

BEHIND FURNITURE, DRAPES, IN CLOSETS OR
AREAS THAT WILL BLOCK AIR FLOW TO THE
DETECTOR.

•

WITHIN 12 INCHES OF EXTERIOR DOORS,
WINDOWS, HEATING OR RETURNS VENTS, OR
OTHER DRAFTY AREAS. CORNERS.

This detector is not suitable for installation in hazardous
areas as defined in the national electrical code.
HOW TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR DETECTOR

This detector has been designed to be as maintenance
free as possible. To keep your detector in good
working order, you must;
• Test the detector weekly. (See - TEST PROCEDURE)
• Observe the color of the indicator light on the front

panel of the detector at frequent occasions and during
your weekly test. (See - OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS).
• Vacuum the dust off the detector cover at least

•

IN OR ON OUTSIDE WALLS, OR WITHIN 12
INCHES OF CORNERS.

•

TO A WALL SWITCH CONTROLLED POWER
OUTLET, OR GROUND FAULT CIRCUIT.

.

40-411 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Power Supply: 120 VAC. 60 Hz

! WARNING
once a year (more frequently in dusty locations)
SSHOCK HAZARD: TURN OF THE CIRCUIT BREAKER
using the soft brush attachment of your vacuum.
BEFORE INSTALLING. DO NOT INSTALL IN A WALL
SWITCH CONTROLLED OUTLET.

! WARNING: TEST THE OPERATION OF THIS
DETECTOR AT LEAST ONCE PER WEEK.
Simply press the detectors Test switch any time during the
warm up cycle or while in normal operation. The LED
should flash RED and the alarm should sound. Release the
switch. THIS IS THE ONLY WAY YOU SHOULD TEST
YOUR DETECTOR. THIS TEST FEATURE CHECKS THE
FULL OPERATION OF THE DETECTOR. If this detector does
not test properly return the detector immediately for repair
or replacement.
ALARM
The Red LED will Flash and the alarm will sound whenever
dangerous levels of gas are detected. The detector will
continue to alarm until the gas clears or the Reset switch is
pressed. (See Procedures Take During An Alarm)
PROCEDURES TO TAKE DURING AN ALARM
1 . TURN OFF ALL GAS APPLIANCES, (STOVE,
HEATERS,
FURNACE), EXTINGUISH ALL FLAMES AND SMOKING
MATERIAL. EVACUATE, LEAVE DOORS AND
WINDOWS OPEN.
2. TURN OFF THE PROPANE \CNG TANK VALVE.
3. DETERMINE AND REPAIR THE SOURCE OF THE LEAK.
SEEK PROFESSIONAL HELP IF NECESSARY.

CAUTION- DO NOT RE-ENTER UNTIL THE PROBLEM
IS CORRECTED.

ALARM MUTE
This feature is activated by pressing the TEST/MUTE
button when the detector is in alarm. 1. The Red LED will
continue flash and the alarm will beep every 30 seconds,
until the gas level has dropped to a safe level then,
2.
The LED will flash Green until the end of the Mute cycle
and/or, 3. Return to Red and beep 4 times if high gas levels
return before the end of the mute cycle, then, 4. Return to
normal (solid Green) or resound the alarm in approximately
2 minutes if dangerous levels of gas remain in the area.

SAFETY & EVACUATION
PLAN
(30 TAC §330.957(u))
APPENDIX L
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1.0

SAFETY AND EVACUATION PLAN (§330.957(U)

In accordance with Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Title 30, Chapter 330, §330.957(u) (Subchapter T),
the development permit application shall include a Safety and Evacuation Plan describing evacuation
procedures and safety measures in the event the methane gas sensors sound the audible alarms.
1.1

Construction Safety and Evacuation Plan

No below grade excavations are proposed as a component of this development permit, nor are they
anticipated in the future. However, in the event future excavations are required, the Owner shall be
responsible for assuring that the following procedures are followed during excavations.

1.2



Smoking shall not be permitted within 20 feet of any open excavation that exhibits detectable
methane concentrations within the sample zone.



Construction operations that could result in the generation of sparks or other ignition sources (i.e.
grinding, drilling, welding, engine maintenance) shall not occur within 20 feet of any open
excavation, which exhibits detectable methane concentrations within the sample zone.



Every effort shall be made to access open excavations from an upwind direction.



In the event that consistent methane reading of 20% or greater of the Lower Explosive Limit
(LEL) occurs in the sample zone, construction operations shall cease and personnel shall
immediately leave the sample zone. The monitoring operator shall increase his/her radius of
survey to include the nearest piece of operating equipment (i.e. excavator, etc.). In the event that
methane reading of 20% or greater of LEL occurs in the expanded sample radius, the equipment
will be turned off and the operator and other personnel shall immediately leave the expanded
sample radius. Personnel may employ fans to disperse the methane away from the sample zone.
Operations may commence when the methane concentration in the sample zone declines to less
than 20% of LEL.



In the event of fire, all on-Site personnel will move to a location upwind of the fire. The Site
superintendent or his/her appointee shall call the Fire Department. The Site superintendent or
his/her appointee shall verify and ensure that all personnel are present or accounted for.



No personnel shall be allowed to return to the fire area until the Fire Department has indicated the
work area is safe to re-occupy.



Penetration of the final cover into the waste shall not be permitted without prior TCEQ
authorization. The authorization request shall include the nature of the final cover penetration,
disposal of waste removed from the penetration, and restoration of the final cover.
Occupied Structure Safety and Evacuation Plan

The occupant and/or lessee will be provided a copy of the operation manual for the gas monitoring
sensors, as well as a copy of this Safety and Evacuation Plan, and the occupant shall designate the
personnel responsible for implementation and the ongoing observance of the requirements set forth in this
plan. These individuals will be responsible to provide the necessary training to employees for the proper
response to the audible alarms of the methane detection system. Training for the responsible parties and
W&M Environmental Group, Inc. (W&M Project No. 1513.001)
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employees will consist of discussions on the nature of the hazards of methane and the evacuation
procedures in the event of an alarm event.
The following procedures relating to landfill gas safety and evacuation shall be added to any existing
Safety Plan currently maintained by the City of Dallas or the occupant/lessee, and shall serve as the basis
for training of employees regarding alarm event response and evacuation:
METHANE GAS MONITORING AND EVACUATION PROCEDURES


In the event a methane detector sounds an audible alarm, employees are directed to immediately
evacuate the building and immediately contact the designated occupant/lessee representative
(referred to as Manager) or Owner.



The Manager or Owner shall notify the Dallas Fire Department that a methane monitor(s) has
indicated an accumulation of methane in excess of 20% of the LEL has been detected.



The Manager or Owner shall inform the Dallas Fire Department that evacuation of the affected
building is under way. The Manager or Owner shall request the Fire Department to respond to
the property.



When the evacuation announcement is made, all personnel present in the structure shall
immediately cease their activities and leave the building via the nearest exit.



The Manager or Owner shall make a survey of the building to ensure that all personnel and/or
guests have been evacuated from the building. Re-entry into the building by employees,
customers or other persons will not be permitted without the approval of the Manager or Owner.



After exiting the building, all personnel exiting the building shall meet in the parking area either
north of the maintenance building, or east of the office building. The Manager shall verify and
ensure that all staff personnel are present and accounted for. One or more designated persons
shall be stationed a safe distance from the affected building(s) (i.e. 50 feet or more) to prevent
personnel from approaching the affected building. After it has been confirmed that all personnel
and members are present, all persons shall remain in the parking lot to await the arrival of the Fire
Department.



No personnel shall be allowed to return to the building until the Fire Department has indicated the
building is safe to re-occupy.



A summary of the evacuation details including the location and concentration of methane
detected shall be entered into the Site operating record and submitted to the TCEQ, and a copy of
the report maintained within the Site operating record.

l
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1.0

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Should waste be exhumed during construction operations, the following procedures shall be utilized in the
management, classification and removal of the waste. Waste disposal will be coordinated with a local
Dallas-Fort Worth disposal facility licensed to accept municipal solid waste.
The available boring logs provide a reconnaissance level understanding of the location and depth to
waste. The suspect areas of waste will be documented.
• The TCEQ Regional Office – Fort Worth, Texas will be notified upon initiation of excavation
operations.
• Areas to be excavated will be secured utilizing caution tape. A minimum of a 10 foot buffer
area will be taped off to ensure no intrusion near open excavations. "No Unauthorized Entry"
signs will be placed in areas where excavation activities are occurring.
• Excavation operations will be monitored for the presence of buried waste materials. The
location and extent of waste will be documented to ensure the proper placement of lining systems.
All trenching operations will be monitored for methane.
• Excavated waste will be segregated to the greatest extent possible from uncontaminated inert
soil. The waste will be temporarily staged in either a containerized roll off bin or poly-lined
detention area, adjacent to the excavation. As needed, water will be pumped from the holding
area. The leachate will be disposed in a matter similar to dewatering of the UST/building
excavations. Leachate will not be permitted to re-enter the excavation or contaminate surface
water.
• The waste will be examined for content, including the percentage of materials that comprise the
waste and the physical characteristics of the waste. It is anticipated that all encountered waste will
be municipal solid waste. Waste that is considered potentially hazardous (i.e. drums) will be
segregated from the municipal solid waste for specialized testing and disposal.
• The waste inspectors shall wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE). The
minimum PPE requirement for waste inspectors will include protective rubber soled boots, nitrile
gloves, eye protection, and hardhat. The inspectors should avoid unprotected contact with the
waste. To the greatest extent possible the exhumed waste will be visually examined en mass for
content and physical characterization determinations. Shovels, rakes, trowels, etc. will be used
for more detailed examination.
• The waste will be temporarily staged in either a containerized roll off bin or poly-lined
detention area adjacent to the excavation. As needed, the detention areas will be pumped of water
accumulation. The leachate will be disposed in a matter similar to dewatering of the
UST/building excavations. Leachate will not be permitted to re-enter the excavation or
contaminate surface water. The total volume of exhumed waste will be estimated. The exhumed
waste mass will be partitioned into two approximately equal parcels. A representative sample
from each half will be collected. Each representative sample will consist of multiple subsamples
(5 to 10 subsamples) that will be composited and submitted for analysis. Each subsample will be
randomly collected from its respective half. The two composite samples will be submitted for
chemical analysis as required by the landfill. The analytical results will be provided to the
disposal facility for disposal coordination and authorization.
W&M Environmental Group, Inc. (W&M Project No. 1513.001)

• The exhumed waste will be removed from the surrounding environment by covering with a
minimum 6-inches of soil, placed in a metal roll-off bin, or similar container pending disposal.
• The exhumed waste will be separated into materials that may be recycled, landfilled, or soil that
will be re-used.
• Classification of waste for disposal may be performed, as directed by the disposal facility
authorized to receive such waste. These wastes will be disposed at an appropriate disposal
facility.
• All exposed wastes in the open excavations will be covered at the end of the workday.
Additionally, all waste left in place when the excavation is completed, shall receive, at a
minimum, two feet of clay soil cover.

l
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